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Abstract. Rewrite systems on free data structures have limited expres-
sive power since semantic data structures like sets or multisets cannot be
modeled elegantly. In this work we deﬁne a class of rewrite systems that
allows the use of semantic data structures. Additionally, built-in natural
numbers, including (dis)equality, ordering, and divisibility constraints,
are supported. The rewrite mechanism is a combination of normalized
equational rewriting with validity checking of instantiated constraints.
The framework is highly expressive and allows modeling of algorithms in
a natural way.
Termination is one of the most important properties of algorithms. This
is true for both functional programs and imperative programs operating
on natural numbers, which can be translated into rewrite systems. In
this work, the dependency pair framework for proving termination is
extended to be applicable to the class of rewrite systems described above,
thus obtaining a ﬂexible and powerful method for showing termination
that can be automated eﬀectively. We develop various reﬁnements which
increase power and eﬃciency of the method.
1 Introduction
Rewrite systems serve as a powerful framework for specifying algorithms in a
functional programming style. This is the approach taken in ELAN [20], Maude
[5], and theorem provers such as RRL [19], where algorithms are given as termi-
nating rewrite systems that operate on data structures generated by free con-
structors. Results and powerful automated tools based on term rewriting meth-
ods can then be used for analyzing these algorithms.
Many algorithms, however, operate on semantic data structures like ﬁnite
sets, multisets, or sorted lists. Constructors used to generate such data structures
satisfy certain properties, i.e., they are not free. For example, ﬁnite sets can
be generated using the empty set, singleton sets, and set union. Set union is
commutative (C), associative (A), idempotent (I), and has the empty set as unit
element (U). Such semantic data structures can be modeled using equational
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axioms. For sorted lists on numbers, we also need to use arithmetic constraints
on numbers in order to specifying relations on constructors.
Building upon our earlier work [9], this paper introduces constrained equa-
tional rewrite systems which have three components: (i) R, a set of constrained
rewrite rules for specifying algorithms (deﬁned symbols) on semantic data struc-
tures, (ii) S, a set of constrained rewrite rules on constructors, and (iii) E, a set
of equations on constructors. Here, (ii) and (iii) are used for modeling semantic
data structures. The constraints for R and S are Boolean combinations of atomic
formulas of the form s ≃ t, s > t and k | s from Presburger arithmetic. Rewriting
in a constrained equational rewrite system is done using a combination of nor-
malized rewriting [25] with validity checking of instantiated constraints. Before
rewriting a term with R, the redex is normalized with S, and rewriting is only
performed if the instantiated constraint belonging to the rewrite rule from R is
valid. For a further generalization where the rules from R are allowed to contain
conditions in addition to constraints we refer to the companion paper [10].
Example 1. This example shows a mergesort algorithm that takes a set and
returns a sorted list of the elements of the set. For this, sets are constructed
using ∅,     (a singleton set) and ∪, where we use the following sets S and E.
E: x ∪ (y ∪ z) ≈ (x ∪ y) ∪ z
x ∪ y ≈ y ∪ x
S: x ∪ ∅ → x
x ∪ x → x
Now the mergesort algorithm can be speciﬁed by the following constrained
rewrite rules.
merge(nil,y) → y
merge(x,nil) → x
merge(cons(x,xs),cons(y,ys)) → cons(y,merge(cons(x,xs),ys)) Jx > yK
merge(cons(x,xs),cons(y,ys)) → cons(x,merge(xs,cons(y,ys))) Jx  > yK
msort(∅) → nil
msort( x ) → cons(x,nil)
msort(x ∪ y) → merge(msort(x),msort(y))
Note that this speciﬁcation is both natural and simple. If rewriting modulo E∪S
(or E ∪ S-extended rewriting) is used with these constrained rewrite rules, then
the resulting rewrite relation does not terminate since msort(∅) ∼E∪S msort(∅ ∪
∅) →R merge(msort(∅),msort(∅)). ♦
An important property of constrained equational rewrite systems is their
termination. While automated termination methods work well for establishing
termination of rewrite systems deﬁned on free data structures such as lists and
trees, they do not easily extend to semantic data structures. Methods based
on recursive path orderings and dependency pairs for showing termination of
AC-rewrite systems have been developed [32,22,26]. In [11], the dependency
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equations need to be non-collapsing (thus disallowing idempotency and unit
elements) and have identical unique variables (i.e., each variable occurs exactly
once on each side of the equations).
In this paper, we extend the dependency pair framework [13] to constrained
equational rewrite systems and present various techniques for proving termina-
tion within this framework. Even if restricted to the rewrite relation presented
in our earlier work [9], the techniques presented in this paper strictly subsume
the techniques presented in [9]. For example, we extend the subterm criterion
[17] and show that attention can be restricted to subsets of R, S, and E that are
determined by the dependencies between function symbols.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the rewrite relation is de-
ﬁned. Since rewrite rules can use arithmetic constraints, we also review con-
straints in quantiﬁer-free Presburger arithmetic. In Section 3, the dependency
pair method is extended to constrained equational rewrite systems. The concept
of constrained dependency pair chains is introduced and it is proved that con-
strained equational rewriting is terminating if and only if there are no inﬁnite
constrained dependency pair chains. In Section 4, we extend the dependency pair
framework to constrained equational rewrite systems. In Section 5, dependency
pair (DP) processors are discussed. A DP processor transforms a DP problem
into a ﬁnite set of simpler DP problems such that termination of the simpler DP
problems implies termination of the original DP problem. Along with DP proces-
sors known from ordinary rewriting (such as dependency graphs and reduction
pairs1), we also discuss new and original DP processors based on unsatisﬁable
constraints and reduction with S. The subterm criterion [17] is generalized to
the rewrite relation with arithmetic constraints by considering an arithmetic
subterm relation. Finally, it is discussed how the dependencies between function
symbols can be used in order to consider only subsets of R, S, and E.
Most of the technical proofs are contained in Appendix A. In Appendix B
we review the main result from the companion paper [10] about operational ter-
mination [24] of conditional constrained rewrite systems. Using a simple trans-
formation, operational termination of such systems is reduced to termination
of unconditional systems. Appendices C–F contain several nontrivial examples
whose (operational) termination is shown. Appendix G includes imperative pro-
grams operating on numbers. A translation of these programs into constrained
rewrite systems is discussed, and the methods developed in this paper are used
for showing termination of these imperative programs. Appendix H includes ex-
amples which terminate due to a bounded increase of arguments and require
polynomial interpretations with negative coeﬃcients.
2 Normalized Equational Rewriting with Constraints
We assume familiarity with the concepts and notations of term rewriting [3]. We
consider terms over two sorts, nat and univ, and we assume an initial signature
1 Here, we can relax the stability and monotonicity requirements of ordinary reduction
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FPA = {0,1,+} with sorts 0,1 : nat and + : nat × nat → nat. Properties of
natural numbers are modelled using the set PA = {x+(y+z) ≈ (x+y)+z, x+y ≈
y + x, x + 0 ≈ x} of equations. Due to these properties we occasionally omit
parentheses in terms of sort nat. For each k ∈ N − {0}, we denote the term
1 + ... + 1 (with k occurrences of 1) by k, and for a variable x we let kx denote
the term x + ... + x (with k occurrences of x). In the following, s denotes the
natural number corresponding to the term s ∈ T (FPA).
We then extend FPA by a ﬁnite sorted signature F. We usually omit stating
the sorts in examples if they can be inferred from the context. In the following
we assume that all terms, contexts, context replacements, substitutions, rewrite
rules, equations, etc. are sort correct. For any syntactic construct c we let V(c)
denote the set of variables occurring in c. Similarly, F(c) denotes the function
symbols occurring in c. The root symbol of a term s is denoted by root(s). The
root position of a term is denoted by ε. We write s∗ for a tuple s1,...,sn of
terms and extend notions from terms to tuples of terms component-wise. For
an arbitrary set E of equations and terms s,t we write s →E t iﬀ there exist
an equation u ≈ v ∈ E, a substitution σ, and a position p ∈ Pos(s) such that
s|p = uσ and t = s[tσ]p. The symmetric closure of →E is denoted by ⊢⊣E, and
the reﬂexive transitive closure of ⊢⊣E is denoted by ∼E. For two terms s,t we
write s ∼<ε
E t iﬀ s = f(s∗) and t = f(t∗) such that s∗ ∼E t∗.
The rewrite rules that we use have constraints on natural numbers that guard
when a rewrite step may be performed.
Deﬁnition 2 (Syntax of PA-constraints). An atomic PA-constraint has the
form s ≃ t or s > t for terms s,t ∈ T (FPA,V), or k | s for some k ∈ N − {0}
and s ∈ T (FPA,V). The set of PA-constraints is inductively deﬁned as follows:
1. ⊤ is a PA-constraint.
2. Every atomic PA-constraint is a PA-constraint.
3. If C is a PA-constraint, then ¬C is a PA-constraint.
4. If C1,C2 are PA-constraints, then C1 ∧ C2 is a PA-constraint.
The other Boolean connectives ∨, ⇒, and ⇔ are deﬁned as usual. We will
also use PA-constraints of the form s ≥ t, s < t, and s ≤ t as abbreviations for
s > t ∨ s ≃ t, t > s, and t > s ∨ t ≃ s, respectively. We will write s  ≃ t for
¬(s ≃ t), and similarly for the other predicates.
Deﬁnition 3 (Semantics of PA-constraints). A variable-free PA-constraint
C is PA-valid iﬀ
1. C has the form ⊤, or
2. C has the form s ≃ t and s = t, or
3. C has the form s > t and s > t, or
4. C has the form k | s and k divides s, or
5. C has the form ¬C1 and C1 is not PA-valid, or
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A PA-constraint C with variables is PA-valid iﬀ Cσ is PA-valid for all ground
substitution σ : V(C) → T (FPA). A PA-constraint C is PA-satisﬁable iﬀ there
exists a ground substitution σ : V(C) → T (FPA) such that Cσ is PA-valid.
Otherwise, C is PA-unsatisﬁable.
PA-validity and PA-satisﬁability are decidable [31].
Now the rewrite rules that we consider are ordinary rewrite rules together
with a PA-constraint C. The rewrite relation obtained by this kind of rules will
be introduced in Deﬁnition 10.
Deﬁnition 4 (Constrained Rewrite Rules). A constrained rewrite rule has
the form l → rJCK for terms l,r ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V) and a PA-constraint C such
that root(l) ∈ F and V(r) ⊆ V(l).
In a rule l → rJ⊤K the constraint ⊤ will usually be omitted. For a set R of
constrained rewrite rules, the set of deﬁned symbols is given by D(R) = {f | f =
root(l) for some l → rJCK ∈ R}. The set of constructors is C(R) = F − D(R).
Note that according to this deﬁnition, the symbols from FPA are considered to be
neither deﬁned symbols nor constructors. In the following we assume that C(R)
does not contain any constructor with resulting sort nat (signature condition)2.
Properties of non-free data structures will be modelled using constructor
equations and constructor rules. Constructor equations need to be linear and
regular.
Deﬁnition 5 (Constructor Equations, Identical Unique Variables). Let
R be a ﬁnite set of constrained rewrite rules. A constructor equation has the
form u ≈ v for terms u,v ∈ T (C(R),V) such that u ≈ v has identical unique
variables (is i.u.v.), i.e., u and v are linear and V(u) = V(v).
Similar to constrained rewrite rules, constrained constructor rules have a
PA-constraint that will guard when a rule is applicable.
Deﬁnition 6 (Constrained Constructor Rules). Let R be a ﬁnite set of
constrained rewrite rules. A constrained constructor rule has the form l → rJCK
for terms l,r ∈ T (C(R),V) and a PA-constraint C such that root(l) ∈ C(R) and
V(r) ⊆ V(l).
Again, constraints C of the form ⊤ will usually be omitted in constrained
constructor rules.
Constructor equations and constrained constructor rules give rise to the fol-
lowing rewrite relation. It is based on extended rewriting [28] but requires that
the PA-constraint of the constrained constructor rule is PA-valid after being
instantiated by the matcher. For this, we require that variables of sort nat are
instantiated to terms over FPA by the matching substitution. Then, PA-validity
of the instantiated PA-constraint can be decided by a decision procedure for
PA-validity.
2 This restriction avoids “confusion” since it would otherwise be possible to introduce
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Deﬁnition 7 (PA-based Substitutions). A substitution σ is PA-based iﬀ
σ(x) ∈ T (FPA,V) for all variables x of sort nat.
Deﬁnition 8 (Constructor Rewrite Relation). Let E be a ﬁnite set of con-
structor equations and let S be a ﬁnite set of constrained constructor rules. Then
s →PA E\S t iﬀ there exist a constrained constructor rule l → rJCK ∈ S, a posi-
tion p ∈ Pos(s), and a PA-based substitution σ such that
1. s|p ∼E∪PA lσ,
2. Cσ is PA-valid, and
3. t = s[rσ]p.
We write s →<ε
PA E\S t iﬀ s →PA E\S t at a position p  = ε, and s→<ε
PA E\S
! → t
iﬀ s reduces to t in zero or more →<ε
PA E\S steps such that t is a normal form
w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S.
We combine constrained rewrite rules, constrained constructor rules, and
constructor equations into a constrained equational system under certain con-
ditions. Constrained equational systems are a generalization of the equational
systems used in [9] since they allow the use of PA-constraints.
Deﬁnition 9 (Constrained Equational Systems (CES)). A constrained
equational system (CES) has the form (R,S,E) for a ﬁnite set R of constrained
rewrite rules, a ﬁnite set S of constrained constructor rules, and a ﬁnite set E
of constructor equations such that
1. S is right-linear, i.e., each variable occurs at most once in r for all l →
rJCK ∈ S,
2. ∼E∪PA commutes over →PA E\S, i.e., the inclusion ∼E∪PA ◦ →PA E\S ⊆
→PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA holds, and
3. →PA E\S is convergent modulo ∼E∪PA, i.e., →PA E\S is terminating and
←∗
PA E\S ◦ →∗
PA E\S ⊆ →∗
PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA ◦ ←∗
PA E\S.
Here, the commutation property intuitively states that if s ∼E∪PA s′ and
s′ →PA E\S t′, then s →PA E\S t for some t ∼E∪PA t′. If S does not already
satisfy this property then it can be achieved by adding extended rules [28,11].
Some commonly used data structures and their speciﬁcations in our frame-
work are listed in Figure 1. The rule marked by “(∗)” is needed in order to make
∼E∪PA commute over →PA E\S. The constructor     used for sets and multisets
creates a singleton set or multiset, respectively.
Finally, we can deﬁne the rewrite relation corresponding to a CES. The rela-
tion is an extension of the normalized rewrite relation used in [9], which in turn
is based on [25].
Deﬁnition 10 (Rewrite Relation). Let (R,S,E) be a CES. Then s
S →PA E\R
t iﬀ there exist a constrained rewrite rule l → rJCK ∈ R, a position p ∈ Pos(s),
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Constructors E S
Lists nil,cons
Sorted nil,cons cons(x,cons(y,zs))
lists → cons(y,cons(x,zs))Jx > yK
Multisets ∅,ins ins(x,ins(y,zs))
≈ ins(y,ins(x,zs))
Multisets ∅,   ,∪ x ∪ (y ∪ z) ≈ (x ∪ y) ∪ z x ∪ ∅ → x
x ∪ y ≈ y ∪ x
Sets ∅,ins ins(x,ins(y,zs)) ins(x,ins(y,zs))
≈ ins(y,ins(x,zs)) → ins(x,zs)Jx ≃ yK
Sets ∅,   ,∪ x ∪ (y ∪ z) ≈ (x ∪ y) ∪ z x ∪ ∅ → x
x ∪ y ≈ y ∪ x x ∪ x → x
(x ∪ x) ∪ y → x ∪ y (∗)
Sorted ∅,ins ins(x,ins(y,zs)
sets → ins(y,ins(x,zs))Jx > yK
ins(x,ins(y,zs))
→ ins(x,zs)Jx ≃ yK
Fig.1. Commonly used data structures.
1. s|p →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ,
2. Cσ is PA-valid, and
3. t = s[rσ]p.
Example 11. This example continues Example 1. Assume we want to reduce the
term t = msort( 1  ∪ ( 3  ∪  1 )) using
S →PA E\R. Using the substitution σ =
{x  →  3 ,y  →  1 } we obtain t→<ε
PA E\S
! → msort( 1  ∪  3 ) ∼<ε
E∪PA msort(x ∪ y)σ
and thus t
S →PA E\R merge(msort( 3 ),msort( 1 )). Continuing the reduction of
this term yields merge(cons(3,nil),cons(1,nil)) after two more
S →PA E\R steps.
Using the substitution σ = {x  → 3,xs  → nil,y  → 1,ys  → nil} this term reduces
to cons(1,merge(nil,cons(3,nil)) because the instantiated constraint (x > y)σ =
(3 > 1) is PA-valid. Using one further
S →PA E\R step we ﬁnally obtain the term
cons(1,cons(3,nil)). ♦
The following lemma collects several properties of CESs. Most of them are
concerned with commutation of the relations ∼E, ∼PA, ∼E∪PA, →PA E\S, and
S →PA E\R.
Lemma 12. Let (R,S,E) be a CES and let s,t be terms.
1. ⊢⊣PA ◦ ⊢⊣E = ⊢⊣E ◦ ⊢⊣PA
2. If s ∼E∪PA t, s→PA E\S
! → ˆ s, and t→PA E\S
! → ˆ t, then ˆ s ∼E∪PA ˆ t. Here, we write
s→PA E\S
! → t iﬀ s →∗
PA E\S t and t is a normal form w.r.t. →PA E\S.8 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
3. ∼E∪PA ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R ◦ ∼E∪PA, where the
S →PA E\R steps can be
performed using the same constrained rewrite rule and PA-based substitution.
4. →PA E\S ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →=
PA E\S, where →=
PA E\S denotes the
reﬂexive closure of →PA E\S.
From this lemma we easily obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 13. Let (R,S,E) be a CES and let s,t be terms.
1. The following are equivalent:
(a) s ∼PA ◦ ∼E t
(b) s ∼E ◦ ∼PA t
(c) s ∼E∪PA t
2. If s ∼E∪PA t, then s starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction iﬀ t starts an
inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction.
3. If s →∗
PA E\S t and t starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction, then s starts an
inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction.
3 Dependency Pairs
In the following, we extend the dependency pair method in order to show ter-
mination of rewriting with CESs.
The deﬁnition of a dependency pair is essentially the well-known one [1], with
the only diﬀerence that the dependency pairs inherit the constraint of the rule
they are created from. As customary, we introduce a signature F♯, containing
for each function symbol f ∈ F the function symbol f♯ having the same arity
and sorts as f. For the term t = f(t1,...,tn) we denote the term f♯(t1,...,tn)
by t♯. Let T ♯(F ∪ FPA,V) = {t♯ | t ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V) with root(t) ∈ F}.
Deﬁnition 14 (Dependency Pairs). Let (R,S,E) be a CES. The depen-
dency pairs of R are DP(R) = {l♯ → t♯JCK | t is a subterm of r with root(t) ∈
D(R) for some l → rJCK ∈ R}.
In order to verify termination we rely on the notion of chains. Intuitively, a
dependency pair corresponds to a recursive call, and a chain represents a possible
sequence of calls in a reduction w.r.t.
S →PA E\R. In the following we always
assume that diﬀerent (occurrences of) dependency pairs are variable disjoint,
and we consider substitutions whose domain may be inﬁnite. Additionally, we
assume that all substitutions have T (F ∪ FPA,V) as codomain.
Deﬁnition 15 ((Minimal) (P,R,S,E)-Chains). Let P be a set of depen-
dency pairs and let (R,S,E) be a CES. A (possibly inﬁnite) sequence of depen-
dency pairs s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,... from P is a (P,R,S,E)-chain iﬀ there
exists a PA-based substitution σ such that tiσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA
si+1σ, the instantiated PA-constraint Ciσ is PA-valid, and siσ is a normal form
w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S for all i ≥ 1. The above (P,R,S,E)-chain is minimal iﬀ tiσ does
not start an inﬁnite
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Example 16. This example is a variation of an example in [34], modiﬁed to op-
erate on sets and to use built-in natural numbers. Here, sets are modelled using
the constructors ∅ and ins as in Figure 1. The following rewrite rules specify a
function nats such that nats(x,y) returns the set {z | x ≤ z ≤ y}.
inc(∅) → ∅
inc(ins(x,ys)) → ins(x + 1,inc(ys))
nats(0,0) → ins(0,∅)
nats(0,y + 1) → ins(0,nats(1,y + 1))
nats(x + 1,0) → ∅
nats(x + 1,y + 1) → inc(nats(x,y))
We get four dependency pairs in DP(R).
inc
♯(ins(x,ys)) → inc
♯(ys) (1)
nats
♯(0,y + 1) → nats
♯(1,y + 1) (2)
nats♯(x + 1,y + 1) → inc
♯(nats(x,y)) (3)
nats
♯(x + 1,y + 1) → nats
♯(x,y) (4)
Using the fourth dependency pair twice, we can construct the (DP(R),R,S,E)-
chain nats♯(x + 1,y + 1) → nats♯(x,y), nats♯(x′ + 1,y′ + 1) → nats♯(x′,y′) by
considering the PA-based substitution σ = {x → 1,y → 1,x′ → 0,y′ → 0} since
then nats♯(x,y)σ = nats♯(1,1) ∼<ε
E∪PA nats♯(0 + 1,0 + 1) = nats♯(x′ + 1,y′ + 1)σ
and the instantiated left sides nats♯(1+1,1+1) and nats♯(0+1,0+1) are normal
forms w.r.t. →PA E\S. ♦
Using chains, we obtain the following characterization of termination. This
is the key result of the dependency pair approach. The proof is similar to the
case of ordinary rewriting [1].
Theorem 17. Let (R,S,E) be a CES. Then
S →PA E\R is terminating if and
only if there are no inﬁnite minimal (DP(R),R,S,E)-chains.
Proof. Let (R,S,E) be a CES.
“⇒”: Assume there exists a term t which starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction.
By a minimality argument, t contains a subterm f1(u∗
1) such that f1(u∗
1) starts
an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction, but none of the terms in u∗
1 starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction.
Consider an inﬁnite reduction starting with f1(u∗
1). First, the arguments u∗
1
are reduced with
S →PA E\R in zero or more steps to terms v∗
1, and then a rewrite
rule is applied to f1(v∗
1) at the root, i.e., there exist a rule l1 → r1JC1K in R and a
PA-based substitution σ1 such that f1(v∗
1)→<ε
PA E\S
! → f1(v∗
1) ∼<ε
E∪PA l1σ1 and C1σ
is PA-valid. The reduction then yields r1σ1. Now the inﬁnite
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continues with r1σ1, i.e., the term r1σ1 starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction,
too. So up to now, the reduction of f1(u∗
1) has the following form:
f1(u∗
1)
S →PA E\R →∗ f1(v∗
1)→<ε
PA E\S
! → f1(v∗
1) ∼<ε
E∪PA l1σ1 →R r1σ1
By the deﬁnition of ∼<ε
E∪PA we obtain l1 = f1(w∗
1) and v∗
1 ∼E∪PA w∗
1σ1. Since
v∗
1 →PA E\S
! → v∗
1 and the terms in v∗
1 do not start inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reductions,
the terms in v∗
1 do not start inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reductions by Corollary 13.3.
Using Corollary 13.2, this means that the terms in w∗
1σ1 do not start inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reductions, either.
Hence, for all variables x occurring in f1(w∗
1), the term xσ1 does not start an
inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction. Thus, since r1σ1 does start an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-
reduction, there exists a subterm f2(u∗
2) in r1 such that f2(u∗
2)σ1 starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction, whereas the terms in u∗
2σ1 do not start inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-
reductions.
The ﬁrst dependency pair in the inﬁnite minimal (DP(R),R,S,E)-chain that
we are going to construct is f
♯
1(w∗
1) → f
♯
2(u∗
2)JC1K, obtained from the rewrite
rule l1 → r1JC1K. The other dependency pairs of the inﬁnite (DP(R),R,S,E)-
chain are determined in the same way: let f
♯
i−1(w∗
i−1) → f
♯
i(u∗
i)JCi−1K be a
dependency pair such that fi(u∗
i)σi−1 starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction and
the terms in u∗
iσi−1 do not start inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reductions. Again, in zero or
more steps fi(u∗
i)σi−1 reduces to fi(v∗
i ), to which a rewrite rule fi(w∗
i ) → riJCiK
is applied and riσi starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction for a substitution σi
with v∗
i ∼E∪PA w∗
i σi. As above, ri contains a subterm fi+1(u∗
i+1) such that
fi+1(u∗
i+1)σi starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction, whereas the terms in u∗
i+1σi
do not start inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reductions. This produces the ith dependency pair
f
♯
i(w∗
i ) → f
♯
i+1(u∗
i+1)JCiK. In this way, we obtain the inﬁnite sequence
f
♯
1(w∗
1) → f
♯
2(u∗
2)JC1K, f
♯
2(w∗
2) → f
♯
3(u∗
3)JC2K, f
♯
3(w∗
3) → f
♯
4(u∗
4)JC3K, ...
and it remains to be shown that this sequence is a minimal (DP(R),R,S,E)-
chain.
Note that we obtain f
♯
i+1(u∗
i+1)σi
S →PA E\R →∗ f
♯
i+1(v∗
i+1)→<ε
PA E\S
! → f
♯
i+1(v∗
i+1)
∼<ε
E∪PA f
♯
i+1(w∗
i+1)σi+1 and Ciσi is PA-valid for all i ≥ 1. Furthermore, f
♯
i(w∗
i )σ
is a normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S since f
♯
i(v∗
i) is a normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S
and ∼E∪PA commutes over →PA E\S. Since we assume that the variables of dif-
ferent (occurrences of) dependency pairs are disjoint, we obtain the PA-based
substitution σ = σ1∪σ2∪... such that f
♯
i+1(u∗
i+1)σ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA
f
♯
i+1(w∗
i+1)σ, the instantiated PA-constraint Ciσ is PA-valid, and f
♯
i(w∗
i )σ is a
normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S for all i ≥ 1. The chain is minimal by construction.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 11
“⇐”: Assume there exists an inﬁnite (DP(R),R,S,E)-chain
f
♯
1(w∗
1) → f
♯
2(u∗
2)JC1K, f
♯
2(w∗
2) → f
♯
3(u∗
3)JC2K, ...
Hence, there is a PA-based substitution σ such that
f
♯
2(u∗
2)σ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA f
♯
2(w∗
2)σ,
f
♯
3(u∗
2)σ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA f
♯
3(w∗
3)σ,
. . .
and the instantiated PA-constraints C1σ,C2σ,... are PA-valid.
Note that every dependency pair f
♯
i(w∗
i ) → f
♯
i+1(ui+1)JCiK corresponds to a
rule fi(w∗
i ) → Di[fi+1(u∗
i+1)]JCiK ∈ R for some context Di. Therefore, we obtain
the inﬁnite
S →PA E\R reduction
f1(w
∗
1)σ
S →PA E\R D1[f2(u
∗
2)]σ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ →∗
PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA D1[f2(w∗
2)]σ
S →PA E\R D1[D2[f3(u∗
3)]]σ
. . .
and
S →PA E\R is thus not terminating. ⊓ ⊔
4 Dependency Pair Framework
For ordinary rewriting, a large number of techniques has been developed atop
the basic dependency pair approach (see, e.g., [13,15,17]). In order to show
soundness of these techniques independently, and in order to being able to freely
combine them in a ﬂexible manner in implementations like AProVE [12], the
notions of DP problems and DP processors were introduced in the context of
ordinary rewriting in [13], giving rise to the DP framework. Here, we extend
these notions to rewriting with CESs.
Deﬁnition 18 (DP Problems). A DP problem is a tuple (P,R,S,E) where
P is a ﬁnite set of dependency pairs and (R,S,E) is a CES.
According to Theorem 17 we are interested in showing that there are no
inﬁnite minimal (DP(R),R,S,E)-chains for the DP problem (DP(R),R,S,E).
In order to show that a DP problem does not give rise to inﬁnite chains, it is
transformed into a set of (simpler) DP problems for which this property has to
be shown instead. This transformation is done by DP processors.12 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Deﬁnition 19 ((Sound) DP Processors). A DP processor is a function Proc
that takes a DP problem as input and returns a ﬁnite set of DP problems as out-
put. Proc is sound iﬀ for all DP problems (P,R,S,E) with an inﬁnite minimal
(P,R,S,E)-chain there exists a DP problem (P′,R′,S′,E′) ∈ Proc(P,R,S,E)
with an inﬁnite minimal (P′,R′,S′,E′)-chain.
Note that Proc(P,R,S,E) = {(P,R,S,E)} is possible. This can be inter-
preted as a failure of Proc on its input and indicates that a diﬀerent DP processor
should be applied. The following is immediate from Deﬁnition 19 and Theorem
17.
Corollary 20. Let (R,S,E) be a CES. We construct a tree whose nodes are la-
belled with DP problems or “yes” and whose root is labelled with (DP(R),R,S,E).
Assume that for every inner node labelled with the DP problem D, there exists
a sound DP processor Proc satisfying one of the following conditions:
• Proc(D) = ∅ and the node has just one child, labelled with “yes”.
• Proc(D)  = ∅ and the children of the node are labelled with the DP problems
in Proc(D).
If all leaves of the tree are labelled with “yes”, then
S →PA E\R is terminating.
5 DP Processors
This section introduces various sound DP processors. The DP processors of Sec-
tion 5.1 and Section 5.2 use some basic properties of →PA E\S and
S →PA E\R
in order to remove dependency pairs and rules from a DP problem. Section 5.3
introduces the dependency graph, which determines which dependency pairs can
follow each other in a chain. In Section 5.4 it is shown that the right sides of
dependency pairs may be reduced w.r.t. →PA E\S under certain conditions. The
DP processors of Sections 5.5–5.8 use well-founded relations in order to remove
dependency pairs. Section 5.7 discusses how to generate suitable well-founded
relations.
5.1 Unsatisﬁable Constraints
If dependency pairs or rules in a DP problem have a constraint which is PA-
unsatisﬁable, then these dependency pairs and rules may be deleted since they
cannot occur in any chain. This removal could also be performed at the level of
CESs before the dependency pairs are computed.
Theorem 21 (DP Processor Based on Unsatisﬁable Constraints). Let
Proc be a DP processor with Proc(P,R,S,E) = {(P − P′,R − R′,S,E)}, where
• P′ = {s → tJCK ∈ P | C is PA-unsatisﬁable} and
• R′ = {l → rJCK ∈ R | C is PA-unsatisﬁable}.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 13
Then Proc is sound.
Proof. Let s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,... be an inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-
chain. Thus, there exists a PA-based substitution σ such that C1σ,C2σ,... are
PA-valid. In particular, C1,C2,... are PA-satisﬁable and the dependency pairs
thus cannot be in P′. Similarly, a reduction siσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA
ti+1σ can only use rules l → rJCK for which C is PA-satisﬁable, i.e., rules in
R′ cannot be applied. Therefore, the above inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain
is also an inﬁnite minimal (P − P′,R − R′,S,E)-chain. ⊓ ⊔
Example 22. We consider the CES with E = S = ∅ and R as follows (also see
Appendix G.1).
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y)Jx + 1 > yK (1)
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y)J0 > yK (2)
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + 1 > yK (3)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)J0 > yK (4)
We thus obtain the DP problem ({(3),(4)},R,∅,∅}. Since the constraints of (2)
and (4) are PA-unsatisﬁable, the DP processor of Theorem 21 produces the DP
problem ({(3)},{(1)},∅,∅). ♦
5.2 Reducible Dependency Pairs and Rules
If dependency pairs or rules have a left side that is reducible by →PA E\S, then
these dependency pairs and rules may be deleted. This removal could also be
performed at the level of CESs before the dependency pairs are computed.
Due to the constraints of the dependency pairs and rules that are to be
deleted we need the following notion of reduction for constrained terms.
Deﬁnition 23 (→PA E\S on Constrained Terms). Let (R,S,E) be a CES.
Let s be a term and let C be a PA-constraint. Then sJCK →PA E\S tJCK iﬀ there
exists a rule l → rJDK ∈ S, a position p ∈ Pos(s) and a PA-based substitution
σ such that
1. s|p ∼E∪PA lσ,
2. C ⇒ Dσ is PA-valid, and
3. t = s[rσ]p.
Again, we write sJCK →<ε
PA E\S tJCK iﬀ the reduction is performed at p  = ε.
Theorem 24 (DP Processor Based on Reducible Dependency Pairs
and Rules). Let Proc be the DP processor with Proc(P,R,S,E) = {(P−P′,R−
R′,S,E)}, where14 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
• P′ = {s → tJCK ∈ P | sJCK is reducible by →<ε
PA E\S} and
• R′ = {l → rJCK ∈ R | lJCK is reducible by →<ε
PA E\S}.
Then Proc is sound.
Proof. Let s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,... be an inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-
chain using the PA-based substitution σ. First, assume that the inﬁnite minimal
chain contains a dependency pair s → tJCK from P′. Since sJCK is reducible by
→<ε
PA E\S, there exists a rule l → rJDK in S such that s|p ∼E∪PA lτ for some
non-root position p ∈ Pos(s) and some PA-based substitution τ, where C ⇒ Dτ
is PA-valid. Since Cσ is PA-valid by Deﬁnition 15, this means that Dτσ is PA-
valid as well. Since sσ|p = s|pσ ∼E∪PA lτσ where τσ is PA-based and Dτσ is
PA-valid, sσ is reducible by →<ε
PA E\S, contradicting Deﬁnition 15.
Similarly, assume some reduction siσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA ti+1σ
uses a rule l → rJCK from R′, i.e., assume u
S →PA E\R v for some terms u,v by
using the rule l → rJCK. Therefore, u|p →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lτ for some non-root
position p ∈ Pos(u) and some PA-based substitution τ, where Cτ is PA-valid.
Since ∼E∪PA commutes over →PA E\S this means that lτ is a normal form w.r.t.
→<ε
PA E\S as well. Now, since lJCK is reducible by →<ε
PA E\S, there exists a rule
l′ → r′JDK in S such that l|p′ ∼E∪PA l′  for some non-root position p′ ∈ Pos(l)
and some PA-based substitution  , where C ⇒ D  is PA-valid. Thus, D τ is
PA-valid since Cτ is PA-valid. Since lτ|p′ = l|p′τ ∼E∪PA l′ τ where  τ is PA-
based and D τ is PA-valid, lτ is reducible by →<ε
PA E\S, contradicting the fact
that lτ is a normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S.
In conclusion, the above inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain is also an inﬁnite
minimal (P − P′,R − R′,S,E)-chain. ⊓ ⊔
Example 25. In this example, all function symbols are assumed to only use sort
univ, i.e., we do not make use of built-in natural numbers. We consider inte-
gers modeled using O, s, and p, where relations between these constructors are
speciﬁed by
E = { p(s(x)) ≈ s(p(x)) }
S = { p(s(x)) → x }
Now we deﬁne a function for determining whether an integer is positive by
R = { pos(O) → false,
pos(s(x)) → true,
pos(p(x)) → false,
pos(s(p(x)) → pos(p(p(s(s(x))))) }
The only dependency pair of R is
pos♯(s(p(x))) → nonneg♯(p(p(s(s(x)))))
Using the DP processor of Theorem 24, the initial DP problem (DP(R),R,S,E)
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the ﬁrst three rules of R since the left sides pos(s(p(x))) and pos♯(s(p(x))) of
the fourth rule in R and the only dependency pair in DP(R) are reducible by
→PA E\S. ♦
5.3 Dependency Graphs
The DP processor introduced in this section decomposes a DP problem into
several independent DP problems by determining which pairs of P may follow
each other in a (P,R,S,E)-chain. The processor relies on the notion of depen-
dency graphs, which are also used in the dependency pair method for ordinary
rewriting [1].
Deﬁnition 26 (Dependency Graphs). Let (P,R,S,E) be a DP problem. The
nodes of the (P,R,S,E)-dependency graph DG(P,R,S,E) are the dependency
pairs in P and there is an arc from s1 → t1JC1K to s2 → t2JC2K iﬀ s1 →
t1JC1K, s2 → t2JC2K is a (P,R,S,E)-chain.
In general DG(P,R,S,E) cannot be computed exactly since it is undecidable
whether two pairs form a chain. Thus, an estimation has to be used instead. The
idea of the estimation is that subterms of t1 which might be reduced by
S →PA E\R
are abstracted by a fresh variable. Then, it is checked whether this term and s2
are E ∪ S ∪ PA-uniﬁable. We use the function tcap to abstract subterms that
are reducible. For ordinary rewriting the corresponding function was introduced
in [14].
Deﬁnition 27 (Estimated Dependency Graphs). Let (P,R,S,E) be a DP
problem. The estimated (P,R,S,E)-dependency graph EDG(P,R,S,E) has the
dependency pairs in P as nodes and there is an arc from s1 → t1JC1K to s2 →
t2JC2K iﬀ tcap(t1) and s2 are E ∪ S ∪ PA-uniﬁable with a PA-based uniﬁer  
such that s1  and s2  are in normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S and C1  and C2  are
PA-valid. Here, tcap is deﬁned by
1. tcap(x) = x for variables x of sort nat,
2. tcap(x) = y for variables x of sort univ,
3. tcap(f(t1,...,tn)) = f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)) if there does not exist a
rule l → rJCK ∈ R such that f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)) and l are E∪S∪PA-
uniﬁable with a PA-based uniﬁer   such that C  is PA-valid,
4. tcap(f(t1,...,tn)) = y otherwise,
where y is the next variable in an inﬁnite list y1,y2,... of fresh variables.
Checking all uniﬁers   of tcap(t1) and s2 might be impractical. Instead,
the following observation might be used. If there is an uniﬁer   such that s1 
and s2  are in normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S and C1  and C2  are PA-valid,
then there is also a most general uniﬁer  ′ such s1 ′ and s2 ′ are in normal
form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S and (C1 ∧ C2) ′ is PA-satisﬁable. A similar observation
can also be applied to case 3. in the deﬁnition of tcap. It is also possible to16 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
omit the checks for normality w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S and PA-validity altogether, and
it is possible to only use cases 1., 2., and 4. in the deﬁnition of tcap. For all of
these possibilities the following results will remain correct.
Next, we show that the estimated dependency graph is indeed an overap-
proximation of the dependency graph, i.e., EDG(P,R,S,E) is a supergraph of
DG(P,R,S,E).
Theorem 28 (Correctness of EDG). For any DP problem (P,R,S,E), the
estimated dependency graph EDG(P,R,S,E) is a supergraph of the dependency
graph DG(P,R,S,E).
A set P′ ⊆ P of dependency pairs is a cycle in (E)DG(P,R,S,E) iﬀ for
all dependency pairs s1 → t1JC1K and s2 → t2JC2K in P′ there exists a path
from s1 → t1JC1K to s2 → t2JC2K that only traverses pairs from P′. A cy-
cle is a strongly connected component (SCC) if it is not a proper subset of
any other cycle. Now every inﬁnite (P,R,S,E)-chain corresponds to a cycle
in (E)DG(P,R,S,E), and it is thus suﬃcient to prove the absence of inﬁnite
chains for all SCCs separately.
Theorem 29 (DP Processor Based on Dependency Graphs). Let Proc
be the DP processor with Proc(P,R,S,E) = {(P1,R,S,E),...,(Pn,R,S,E)},
where P1,...,Pn are the SCCs of (E)DG(P,R,S,E).3 Then Proc is sound.
Proof. After a ﬁnite number of dependency pairs in the beginning, any inﬁnite
minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain only contains pairs from some SCC. Hence, every
inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain gives rise to an inﬁnite minimal (Pi,R,S,E)-
chain for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. ⊓ ⊔
Example 30. Recall Example 16 and the dependency pairs
inc
♯(ins(x,ys)) → inc
♯(ys) (1)
nats♯(0,y + 1) → nats♯(1,y + 1) (2)
nats
♯(x + 1,y + 1) → inc
♯(nats(x,y)) (3)
nats♯(x + 1,y + 1) → nats♯(x,y) (4)
We obtain the following estimated dependency graph EDG(DP(R),R,S,E).
(1) (2) (3) (4)
The graph contains two SCCS and the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces
the DP problems ({(1)},R,S,E) and ({(2),(4)},R,S,E). ♦
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5.4 Reducing Right Sides of Dependency Pairs
Under certain conditions we can apply →PA E\S to the right side of a dependency
pair.
Theorem 31 (DP Processor Based on Reducing Right Sides of Depen-
dency Pairs). Let Proc be a DP processor with Proc(P∪{s → tJCK},R,S,E) =
• {(P ∪ {s → ˆ tτJCK},R,S,E)}, if tcap(t)JCK →<ε
PA E\S ˆ tJCK and τ is the
substitution such that t = tcap(t)τ,
• {(P ∪ {s → tJCK},R,S,E)}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound.
Example 32. Here, we again consider integers modeled using O, s, and p as in
Example 25. Deﬁne a function for determining whether an integer is non-negative
by
R = { nonneg(O) → true,
nonneg(s(x)) → nonneg(p(s(x)),
nonneg(p(x)) → false }
The only dependency pair of R is
nonneg
♯(s(x)) → nonneg
♯(p(s(x))
There is an arc from this dependency pair to itself in the (estimated) dependency
graph and the DP problem ({nonneg♯(s(x)) → nonneg♯(p(s(x)))},R,S,E) has to
be handled. None of the other DP processors introduced in this paper can handle
this DP problem. Since tcap(nonneg♯(p(s(x))) = nonneg♯(p(s(x))) →<ε
PA E\S
nonneg♯(x), we obtain the DP problem ({nonneg♯(s(x)) → nonneg♯(x)},R,S,E)
by applying the DP processor of Theorem 31. This DP problem can easily be
handled by a DP processor based on the subterm criterion as introduced in
Section 5.5. ♦
5.5 Subterm Criterion
The subterm criterion [17] is a relatively simple technique which is none the
less surprisingly powerful. In contrast to the DP processors introduced later in
Sections 5.6 and 5.8, it only needs to consider the dependency pairs in P and
no rules from R and S or equations from E when operating on a DP problem
(P,R,S,E). For ordinary rewriting, the subterm criterion of [17] tries to ﬁnd a
projection for each f♯ ∈ F♯ which collapses a term f♯(t1,...,tn) to one of its
arguments. If for every (ordinary) dependency pair s → t the collapsed right side
is a subterm of the collapsed left side, then all dependency pairs s → t where this
subterm relation is strict may be deleted. Crucial for this is that the syntactic
subterm relation ⊲ is well-founded.
Notice that the subterm relation modulo ∼E∪PA is not well-founded since
PA is collapsing. Thus, the subterm criterion in our framework uses more so-
phisticated subterm relations, depending on the sorts of the terms. If a term s
has sort univ, then its subterms are its subterms modulo ∼E∪PA.18 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Deﬁnition 33 (Subterms for Sort univ). Let (R,S,E) be a CES and let s,t
be terms such that s has sort univ. Then t is a strict subterm of s, written
s ⊲univ t, iﬀ s ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA t. The term t is a subterm of s, written
s  univ t, iﬀ s ⊲univ t or s ∼E∪PA t.
Notice that ⊲univ is still not well-founded if E is collapsing. We thus require
the following property of E.
Deﬁnition 34 (Size Preserving). Let (R,S,E) be a CES. Then E is size
preserving iﬀ |u| = |v| for all u ≈ v ∈ E.
Now we show several properties of ⊲univ in the case where E is size preserving.
In particular, notice that E is size preserving for all data structures in Figure 1.
Lemma 35. Let (R,S,E) be a CES such that E be size preserving.
1. ⊲univ is well-founded.
2. ⊲univ and  univ are stable.4
3. ⊲univ and  univ are compatible with ∼E∪PA.5
For terms of sort nat we use a semantic subterm relation.
Deﬁnition 36 (Subterms for Sort nat). Let s,t ∈ T (FPA,V). Then t is a
strict subterm of s, written s⊲natt, iﬀ s > t is PA-valid. The term t is a subterm
of s, written s  nat t, iﬀ s ≥ t is PA-valid.
Analogously to Lemma 35 we can show the following properties of the rela-
tions ⊲nat and  nat.
Lemma 37.
1. ⊲nat is well-founded.
2. ⊲nat and  nat are stable for PA-based substitutions.
3. ⊲nat and  nat are compatible with ∼E∪PA.
4. ⊲nat is compatible with  nat.
The relations ⊲nat and  nat can be extended to terms with constraints in
the obvious way.
Deﬁnition 38 (⊲nat and  nat on Constrained Terms). Let s,t ∈ T (FPA,V)
and let C be a PA-constraint. Then sJCK ⊲nat tJCK iﬀ C ⇒ s > t is PA-valid
and sJCK  nat tJCK iﬀ C ⇒ s ≥ t is PA-valid.
The relations ⊲nat and  nat on constrained is closely related to the relations
⊲nat and  nat on unconstrained terms. This is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 39. Let s,t ∈ T (FPA,V). If sJCK⊲nattJCK, then sσ⊲nattσ for any PA-
based substitution σ such that Cσ is PA-valid. If sJCK nattJCK, then sσ nattσ
for any PA-based substitution σ such that Cσ is PA-valid.
4 A relation ⊲⊳ is stable iﬀ s ⊲⊳ t implies sσ ⊲⊳ tσ for all s,t and all substitutions σ.
5 A relation ⊲⊳1 is compatible with a relation ⊲⊳2 iﬀ ⊲⊳2 ◦ ⊲⊳1 ◦ ⊲⊳2 ⊆ ⊲⊳1.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 19
Proof. Let sJCK ⊲nat tJCK. Thus, C ⇒ s > t is PA-valid. If Cσ is PA-valid then
this implies that sσ > tσ is PA-valid as well, i.e., sσ ⊲nat tσ. The statement for
 nat is proved the same way. ⊓ ⊔
The subterm criterion is based on simple projections [17]. A simple projection
assigns a direct subterm to any term t ∈ T ♯(F ∪ FPA,V).
Deﬁnition 40 (Simple Projections). A simple projection is a mapping π
that assigns to every f♯ ∈ F♯ with n arguments a position i ∈ {1,...,n}. The
mapping that assigns to every term f♯(t1,...,tn) its argument tπ(f♯) is also
denoted by π.
Now, a DP processor based on the subterm criterion can be deﬁned as follows.
Note that all data structure in Figure 1 satisfy the condition on E.
Theorem 41 (DP Processor Based on the Subterm Criterion). Let π
be a simple projection and let Proc be a DP processor with Proc(P,R,S,E) =
• {(P − P′,R,S,E)}, if E is size preserving and P′ ⊆ P such that
– π(s)  univ π(t) or π(s)JCK  nat π(t)JCK for all s → tJCK ∈ P − P′, and
– π(s) ⊲univ π(t) or π(s)JCK ⊲nat π(t)JCK for all s → tJCK ∈ P′.
• {(P,R,S,E)}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound.
Proof. In the second case soundness is obvious. Otherwise, we need to show
that every inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chains can only contain ﬁnitely many
dependency pairs from P′. Thus, consider an inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain
s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,... using the PA-based substitution σ and apply the
simple projection π to it.
First, consider the instantiation siσ → tiσJCiσK of the ith dependency pair
in this chain, where Ciσ is PA-valid. We have π(siσ) = π(si)σ and π(tiσ) =
π(ti)σ. By assumption, π(si)  univ π(ti) or π(si)JCiK  nat π(ti)JCiK, which im-
plies π(siσ)  univ π(tiσ) or π(siσ)  nat π(tiσ) by Lemma 35.2 and Lemma 39,
respectively.
For the reduction sequence tiσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA si+iσ, we ob-
tain the possibly shorter sequence π(tiσ)
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ →∗
PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA π(si+iσ)
since all reductions take place below the root.
Therefore, each sequence tiσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA si+1σ → ti+1σ
gives rise to either π(tiσ)
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ →∗
PA E\S∼E∪PA π(si+1σ)  univ π(ti+1σ)
or π(tiσ)
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ →∗
PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA π(si+1σ)  nat π(ti+1σ). Using Lemma
35.3 and Lemma 37.3, respectively, the ∼E∪PA-steps in these sequences can be
incorporated into  univ or  nat, resulting in either π(tiσ)
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ →∗
PA E\S
π(si+1σ)  univ π(ti+1σ) or π(tiσ)
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ →∗
PA E\S π(si+1σ)  nat π(ti+1σ).
Therefore, the inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain is transformed into an inﬁ-
nite
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sequence contains a  nat step, then it has an inﬁnite tail of  nat steps since tσ
is not reducible by
S →PA E\R or →PA E\S if t ∈ T (FPA,V) and σ is PA-based.
Now this sequence cannot contain inﬁnitely many ⊲nat steps stemming from de-
pendency pairs si → tiJCiK ∈ P′ since we otherwise get an inﬁnite chain of ⊲nat
steps by Lemma 37.4, contradicting the well-foundedness of ⊲nat. Therefore, the
inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain only contains ﬁnitely many dependency pairs
from P′ in this case.
If the inﬁnite
S →PA E\R ∪ →PA E\S ∪  univ∪  nat sequence does not contain
a  nat step, then it can be written as an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R ∪ →PA E\S ∪ ⊲univ
∪ ∼E∪PA sequence. We perform a case analysis and show for each case that it
either cannot arise or implies that the inﬁnite sequence contains only ﬁnitely
many ⊲univ steps stemming from dependency pairs in P′.
Case 1: The inﬁnite sequence contains only ﬁnitely many
S →PA E\R steps. In
this case the sequence has an inﬁnite tail of →PA E\S ∪ ⊲univ ∪ ∼E∪PA steps.
Case 1.1: The inﬁnite tail contains only ﬁnitely many →PA E\S steps. Then, we
obtain an inﬁnite ⊲univ ∪ ∼E∪PA sequence. This sequence cannot contain in-
ﬁnitely many ⊲univ steps stemming from dependency pairs in P′ since otherwise
Lemma 35.3 yields an inﬁnite ⊲univ sequence, contradicting the well-foundedness
of ⊲univ.
Case 1.2: The inﬁnite tail contains inﬁnitely many →PA E\S steps. We have
∼E∪PA ◦ →PA E\S ⊆ →PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA since ∼E∪PA commutes over →PA E\S.
Using this and the easily seen inclusion ⊲ ◦ →PA E\S ⊆ →PA E\S ◦ ⊲ we
furthermore obtain
⊲univ ◦ →PA E\S = ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA ◦ →PA E\S
⊆ ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦ →PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA
⊆ ∼E∪PA ◦ →PA E\S ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA
⊆ →PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA
= →PA E\S ◦ ⊲univ
By making repeated use of these inclusions we obtain an inﬁnite →PA E\S se-
quence starting with π(t1σ), contradiction the assumption that →PA E\S is ter-
minating.
Case 2: The inﬁnite sequence contains inﬁnitely many
S →PA E\R steps. Since
∼E∪PA ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R ◦ ∼E∪PA by Lemma 12.3, →PA E\S ◦
S →PA E\R
⊆
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →=
PA E\S by Lemma 12.4 and
⊲univ ◦
S →PA E\R = ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA ◦
S →PA E\R
⊆ ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦
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⊆ ∼E∪PA ◦
S →PA E\R ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA
⊆
S →PA E\R ◦ ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲ ◦ ∼E∪PA
=
S →PA E\R ◦ ⊲univ
where we have also used the easily seen inclusion ⊲ ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R
◦ ⊲, we obtain an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R sequence starting with π(t1σ). But this
contradicts the minimality of the inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain since then
t1σ starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R reduction. ⊓ ⊔
Example 42. Continuing Example 30 we need to handle the two DP problems
({(1)},R,S,E) and ({(2),(4)},R,S,E) where the dependency pairs are as fol-
lows.
inc
♯(ins(x,ys)) → inc
♯(ys) (1)
nats♯(0,y + 1) → nats♯(1,y + 1) (2)
nats
♯(x + 1,y + 1) → nats
♯(x,y) (4)
For the ﬁrst DP problem consider the simple projection π(inc
♯) = 1. After appli-
cation of π to (1) we obtain π(inc
♯(ins(x,ys))) = ins(x,ys) ⊲univ ys = π(inc
♯(ys))
and the only dependency pair can be removed from the DP problem. For the
second DP problem, we use the simple projection π(nats♯) = 2. Then, we obtain
π(nats♯(0,y+1)) = y+1  nat y+1 = π(nats♯(1,y+1)) for the dependency pair
(2) and π(nats♯(x+1,y+1)) = y+1 ⊲naty = π(nats♯(x,y)) for the dependency
pair (4). The dependency pair (4) can thus be removed from the DP problem
and the resulting DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
29 since EDG({(2)},R,S,E) does not contain any SCCs. ♦
5.6 Reduction Pairs
The dependency pair framework for ordinary rewriting makes heavy use of reduc-
tion pairs ( ,≻) [21] in order to remove dependency pairs from a DP problem.
In our setting we can relax the requirement that   needs to be monotonic for
all possible contexts6. We still require monotonicity for contexts over F.
Deﬁnition 43 (F-monotonic Relations). Let ⊲⊳ be a relation on terms. Then
⊲⊳ is F-monotonic iﬀ s ⊲⊳ t implies C[s] ⊲⊳ C[t] for all contexts C over F ∪FPA
and all terms s,t ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V).
Monotonicity w.r.t. a context that has a symbol f♯ ∈ F♯ at its root is only
required for certain argument positions of f♯. As will be made precise below,  
needs to be monotonic only in those argument position of F♯ where a reduc-
tion with
S →PA E\R or →PA E\S can potentially take place. This observation
6 A relation ⊲⊳ on terms is monotonic iﬀ s ⊲⊳ t implies C[s] ⊲⊳ C[t] for all contexts C.22 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
was already used in [1] for proving innermost termination of ordinary rewrit-
ing. We show in Section 5.7 that this observation allows the use of polynomial
interpretations with negative coeﬃcients.
Deﬁnition 44 (f♯-monotonic Relations). Let ⊲⊳ be a relation on terms and
let f♯ ∈ F♯. Then ⊲⊳ is f♯-monotonic at position i iﬀ s ⊲⊳ t implies C♯[s] ⊲⊳ C♯[t]
for all contexts C = f(s1,...,si−1, ,si+1,...,sn) over F ∪ FPA and all terms
s,t ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V).
When considering the DP problem (P,R,S,E), the reduction pair only needs
to be f♯-monotonic at position i if P contains a dependency pair of the form
s → f♯(t1,...,ti,...,tn)JCK where ti can potentially be reduced by
S →PA E\R
or →PA E\S. This can be approximated by checking whether ti ∈ T (FPA,V).
If ti ∈ T (FPA,V), then no instance of ti can be reduced using
S →PA E\R or
→PA E\S in a (P,R,S,E)-chain since the substitution σ used for the chain is
PA-based. The set of positions where a reduction can potentially occur is deﬁned
as follows.
Deﬁnition 45 (Reducible Positions). Let P be a set of dependency pairs and
let f♯ ∈ F♯. Then the set of reducible position is deﬁned by RedPos(f♯,P) =
{i | there exists s → f♯(t1,...,ti,...,tn)JCK ∈ P such that ti  ∈ T (FPA,V)}.
Finally, reduction pairs need to satisfy a property similar to monotonicity,
but relating ⊢⊣PA to   ∩  −1.
Deﬁnition 46 (PA-compatible Relations). Let ⊲⊳ be a relation on terms.
Then ⊲⊳ is PA-compatible iﬀ, for all terms s,t ∈ T (F∪FPA,V), s ⊢⊣PA t implies
C[s] ⊲⊳ ∩ ⊲⊳−1 C[t] for all contexts C over F ∪FPA and C♯[s] ⊲⊳ ∩ ⊲⊳−1 C♯[t] for
all contexts C  =   over F ∪ FPA.
Our notion of PA-reduction pairs generalizes ordinary reduction pairs [21]
and depends on the DP problem under consideration. It is similar to the notion
of generalized reduction pairs [16] in the sense that full monotonicity is not
required. However, the generalized reduction pairs of [16] are only applicable in
the context of innermost termination of ordinary rewriting.
Deﬁnition 47 (PA-reduction Pairs). Let (P,R,S,E) be a DP problem and
let   and ≻ be relations on terms such that
1.   is F-monotonic,
2.   is f♯-monotonic at position i for all f♯ ∈ F♯ and all i ∈ RedPos(f♯,P),
3.   is PA-compatible, and
4. ≻ is well-founded.
Then ( ,≻) is a PA-reduction pair for (P,R,S,E) iﬀ ≻ is compatible with  ,
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Note that we do not require   to be reﬂexive or transitive since these prop-
erties are not essential. Also, we do not require   or ≻ to be stable. Indeed,
stability for all substitutions is a too strong requirement and we only need this
property for certain substitutions that can be used in (P,R,S,E)-chains. Since
the dependency pairs and rules that are to be oriented have constraints, we can
use the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 48 (PA-reduction Pairs on Constrained Terms). Let ( ,≻)
be a PA-reduction pair. Let s,t be terms and let C be a PA-constraint. Then
sJCK   tJCK iﬀ sσ   tσ for all PA-based substitutions σ such that Cσ is PA-
valid. Similarly, sJCK ≻ tJCK iﬀ sσ ≻ tσ for all PA-based substitutions σ such
that Cσ is PA-valid.
Using PA-reduction pairs, dependency pairs s → tJCK such that sJCK ≻ tJCK
can be removed under certain conditions.
Theorem 49 (DP Processor Based on PA-reduction Pairs). Let Proc be
the DP processor with Proc(P,R,S,E) =
• {(P − P′,R,S,E)}, if P′ ⊆ P such that
– ( ,≻) is a PA-reduction pair for (P,R,S,E),
– sJCK   tJCK for all s → tJCK ∈ P − P′,
– sJCK ≻ tJCK for all s → tJCK ∈ P′,
– lJCK   rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ R,
– lJCK   rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ S, and
– uJ⊤K ∼ vJ⊤K for all u ≈ v ∈ E.7
• {(P,R,S,E)}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound.
Proof. In the second case soundness is obvious. Otherwise, we need to show that
every inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chains can only contain ﬁnitely many depen-
dency pairs from P′. Thus, assume s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,... is an inﬁnite
minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain using the PA-based substitution σ. This means that
tiσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA si+1σ and Ciσ is PA-valid for all i ≥ 1. We
have tiσ = f♯(ti,1σ,...,ti,nσ) and si+1σ = f♯(si+1,1σ,...,si+1,nσ) for some f♯,
where ti,jσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼E∪PA si+1,jσ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Note that
this implies ti,jσ ∼PA si+1σ if j  ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) since σ is PA-based. We show
that we get tiσ  ∗ si+1σ for all i ≥ 1.
For this, we ﬁrst show that w ⊢⊣E∪PA w′ implies w ∼ w′ for all w,w′ ∈
T (F ∪ FPA,V). If w ⊢⊣E∪PA w′, then there exist an equation u ≈ v (or v ≈ u)
in E ∪ PA, a position p ∈ Pos(w), and a substitution σ such that w|p = uσ and
w′ = w[vσ]p. If u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) is in E, then uσ ∼ vσ because uJ⊤K ∼ vJ⊤K for
all u ≈ v ∈ E. Now the F-monotonicity of   implies w ∼ w[vσ]p = w′. If u ≈ v
(or v ≈ u) is in PA, then PA-compatibility of   implies w ∼ w[vσ]p = w′.
7 This condition ensures uσ ∼ vσ for all PA-based substitutions σ.24 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Next, we show that w →PA E\S w′ implies w  ∗ w′ for all w,w′ ∈ T (F ∪
FPA,V). If w →PA E\S w′, then there exist a rule l → rJCK in S, a position p ∈
Pos(w), and a PA-based substitution σ such that w|p ∼E∪PA lσ, the constraint
Cσ is PA-valid, and w′ = w[rσ]p. Since w|p ∼E∪PA lσ we obtain w|p ∼∗ lσ
by the above. Now the F-monotonicity of   implies w ∼∗ w[lσ]p. Since Cσ is
PA-valid, we obtain lσ   rσ from the assumption that lJCK   rJCK. Again, the
F-monotonicity of   implies w[lσ]p   w[rσ]p = w′ Thus, w  ∗ w′.
Finally, we show that w
S →PA E\R w′ implies w  ∗ w′ for all w,w′ ∈ T (F ∪
FPA,V). If w
S →PA E\R w′, then there exist a rule l → rJCK in R, a position p ∈
Pos(w), and a PA-based substitution σ such that w|p →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ, the
constraint Cσ is PA-valid, and w′ = w[rσ]p. Using the above results we obtain
w|p  ∗ lσ, and the F-monotonicity of   implies w  ∗ w[lσ]p. Again, PA-validity
of Cσ implies lσ   rσ, and the F-monotonicity of   gives w[lσ]p   w[rσ]p = w′,
i.e., w  ∗ w′.
Thus, ti,jσ  ∗ si+1,jσ if j ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) and ti,jσ ∼PA si+1,jσ if j  ∈
RedPos(f♯,P) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Now f♯-monotonicity at position j for all
j ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) and PA-compatibility of   imply tiσ  ∗ si+1σ for all i ≥ 1.
Since siJCiK   tiJCiK for all si → tiJCiK ∈ P − P′ and siJCiK ≻ tiJCiK for all
si → tiJCiK ∈ P′ we obtain siσ   tiσ or siσ ≻ tiσ for all i ≥ 1. Hence, the
inﬁnite minimal chain gives rise to
s1σ ⊲⊳1 t1σ  
∗ s2σ ⊲⊳2 t2σ  
∗ ...
where ⊲⊳i ∈ { ,≻}. If the above inﬁnite minimal chain contains inﬁnitely many
dependency pairs from P′, then ⊲⊳i = ≻ for inﬁnitely many i. In this case, the
compatibility of ≻ with   produces an inﬁnite ≻ chain, contradicting the well-
foundedness of ≻. Thus, only ﬁnitely many dependency pairs from P′ can occur
in the above inﬁnite minimal chain. ⊓ ⊔
5.7 Polynomial Interpretations
Clearly, every ordinary reduction pair [21] gives rise to a PA-reduction pair. In
this case, sJCK   tJCK can be achieved by showing that s   t and sJCK ≻ tJCK
can be achieved by showing that s ≻ t since both   and ≻ are assumed to be
stable in ordinary reduction pairs. Furthermore, PA-compatibility of ordinary
reduction pairs can be achieved if u ∼ v for all u ≈ v ∈ PA.
To take advantage of the relaxed requirements on monotonicity and stability
that PA-reduction pairs oﬀer, we propose to use relations based on a special
kind of polynomial interpretation [23] with coeﬃcients in Z. A similar kind of
polynomial interpretations was used in [16] in the context of innermost termina-
tion of ordinary rewriting. The polynomial interpretations with coeﬃcients in Z
used in [17] are also similar but require the use of “min”, which makes reasoning
about them more complicated. Furthermore, the approach of [17] requires that
rewrite rules are treated like equations.
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1. the symbols in FPA to polynomials over N in the natural way, i.e., Pol(0) = 0,
Pol(1) = 1, and Pol(x1 + x2) = x1 + x2,
2. the symbols in F to polynomials over N such that Pol(f) ∈ N[x1,...,xn] if
f has n arguments, and
3. the symbols in F♯ to polynomials over Z such that Pol(f♯) ∈ Z[x1,...,xn]
if f♯ has n arguments.
This mapping is extended to terms by letting [x]Pol = x for all variables x ∈ V
and [f(t1,...,tn)]Pol = Pol(f)([t1]Pol,...,[tn]Pol) for all f ∈ F ∪ F♯. Addition-
ally, Pol ﬁxes a constant cPol ∈ Z.
PA-polynomial interpretations generate relations on terms in the following
way. Here, ≥(Z,N), >(Z,N), and =(Z,N) mean that the respective relations hold in
the integers for all instantiations of the variables by natural numbers.
Deﬁnition 50 (Relations ≻Pol and  Pol). Let Pol be a PA-polynomial inter-
pretation. Then ≻Pol is deﬁned by s ≻Pol t iﬀ [s]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol and [s]Pol >(Z,N)
[t]Pol. Similarly,  Pol is deﬁned by s  Pol t iﬀ [s]Pol ≥(Z,N) [t]Pol. Thus, we get
s ∼Pol t iﬀ [s]Pol =(Z,N) [t]Pol.
It can be shown that the relations  Pol and ≻Pol give rise to PA-reduction
pairs. The conditions on f♯-monotonicity are readily translated into conditions
on the polynomial Pol(f♯).
Theorem 51. Let (P,R,S,E) be a DP problem and let Pol be a PA-polynomial
interpretation. Then ( Pol,≻Pol) is a PA-reduction pair if Pol(f♯) is weakly
increasing in all xi with i ∈ RedPos(f♯,P).
In order to check whether sJCK ≻Pol tJCK holds we need to check whether
sσ ≻Pol tσ for all PA-based substitutions σ such that Cσ is PA-valid, i.e., we
need to show that [sσ]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol and [sσ]Pol >(Z,N) [tσ]Pol, both under the
assumption that Cσ is PA-valid. But this can be achieved by showing that C ⇒
[s]Pol ≥ cPol and C ⇒ [s]Pol > [t]Pol are (Z,N)-valid, i.e., true in the integers
for all instantiations of the variables by natural numbers. In cases where the
polynomial interpretations maps every function symbols to a linear polynomial
this is decidable since than the interpretation of any term is a linear polynomial
as well. The same argument applies to checking whether sJCK  Pol tJCK holds.
Example 52. One of the leading examples from [16] can be given more elegantly
by using built-in natural numbers. In this example we have E = S = ∅. There is
only a single rewrite rule.
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1) Jx > yK
The only dependency pairs is identical to this rule, but with eval replaced by
eval
♯. In order to apply the DP processor of Theorem 49 we need to ﬁnd a
PA-reduction pair ( ,≻) such that
eval
♯(x,y) Jx > yK ≻ eval
♯(x,y + 1) Jx > yK
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For this, we use the PA-reduction pair ( Pol,≻Pol) based on a PA-polynomial
interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(eval
♯) = x1 − x2, and Pol(eval) = 0. We then
have eval
♯(x,y)Jx > yK ≻Pol eval
♯(x,y + 1)Jx > yK since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and
x > y ⇒ x − y > x − (y + 1) are (Z,N)-valid. Furthermore, eval(x,y)Jx > yK  
eval(x,y + 1)Jx > yK is clearly satisﬁed and the (only) dependency pair may be
removed. ♦
5.8 Reduction Pairs and Function Dependencies
The DP processor of Theorem 49 has to consider all of R, S, and E. It is well
known that this is a severe restriction in the DP framework for ordinary rewriting
[15,17]. In this section we show that this requirement can also be weakened in
our setting (under certain conditions).
Example 53. We once more consider the two DP problems ({(1)},R,S,E) and
({(2),(4)},R,S,E) from Example 30, where the dependency pairs are as follows.
inc
♯(ins(x,ys)) → inc
♯(ys) (1)
nats♯(0,y + 1) → nats♯(1,y + 1) (2)
nats
♯(x + 1,y + 1) → nats
♯(x,y) (4)
It can be shown that these DP problems cannot be handled by the DP processor
of Theorem 49 with a PA-reduction pair that is based on a PA-polynomial
interpretations since the rule nats(0,y+1) → ins(0,nats(1,y+1)) from R cannot
be oriented. The goal of this section is to show that for the above DP problems,
R, S, and E do not need to be considered in the reduction pair processor of
Theorem 49 since the right sides of the dependency pairs do not contain function
symbols from R, S, or E. ♦
The idea of the result in this section is to show that each (P,R,S,E)-chain
can be transformed into a sequence that only uses subsets R′ ⊆ R, S′ ⊆ S, and
E′ ⊆ E. This sequence will not necessarily be a (P,R,S,E)-chain in our setting,
but this property is not needed for soundness. One problem in extending the
approaches of [15,17] to our framework is that →PA E\S and
S →PA E\R are not
ﬁnitely branching. It will, however, turn out that these relations are ﬁnitely
branching if certain terms that are equivalent up to ∼PA are identiﬁed. First,
we deﬁne a restricted class of substitutions that will be allowed for restrictions
of →PA E\S and
S →PA E\R. Within this section, we let c PA = PA−{x+0 ≈ x}.
Deﬁnition 54 (Normal Substitutions). A substitution σ is normal if σ(x) is
a normal form w.r.t. → c PA\{x+0→x} for each variable x, where s → c PA\{x+0→x} t
iﬀ there exists a position p ∈ Pos(s) and a substitution σ such that s|p ∼ c PA xσ+0
and t = s[xσ]p.
Using normal substitutions we deﬁne the following restrictions of →PA E\S
and
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Deﬁnition 55 (Restricted Rewrite Relations). Let s,t be terms. Then
s ֒→PA E\S t iﬀ s →PA E\S t using a PA-based normal substitution σ and
s
S
֒→PA E\R t iﬀ s
S →PA E\R t using a PA-based normal substitution σ.
It can be shown that ֒→PA E\S and
S
֒→PA E\R are ﬁnitely branching if E
is size preserving, while still representing all of →PA E\S and
S →PA E\R. Also,
֒→PA E\S and
S
֒→PA E\R inherit the property that ∼E∪PA commutes over them
from →PA E\S and
S →PA E\R.
Lemma 56. Let (R,S,E) be a CES such that E is size preserving.
1. ֒→PA E\S is ﬁnitely branching, →PA E\S ⊆ ֒→PA E\S ◦ ∼PA, and ∼E∪PA
◦ ֒→PA E\S ⊆ ֒→PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA.
2.
S
֒→PA E\R is ﬁnitely branching,
S →PA E\R ⊆
S
֒→PA E\R ◦ ∼PA, and ∼E∪PA
◦
S
֒→PA E\R ⊆
S
֒→PA E\R ◦ ∼E∪PA.
The subsets of R, S, and E are based on the dependencies between function
symbols. Similar deﬁnitions are also used in [15,17,33].
Deﬁnition 57 (Function Dependencies). Let (P,R,S,E) be a DP problem
such that E is size preserving. For two function symbols f,g ∈ F let f ⊐(P,R,S,E)
g iﬀ there exists a rule l → rJCK ∈ R ∪ S such that root(l) = f and g ∈ F(r)
or an equation l ≈ r or r ≈ l in E such that root(l) = f and g ∈ F(l ≈ r). We
deﬁne subsets  i(P,R,S,E) ⊆ F inductively as follows:
–  0(P,R,S,E) = {f | f ∈ F has resulting sort nat} ∪
({f | f ∈ F(t) for some s → tJCK ∈ P} − F♯)
–  i+1(P,R,S,E) =  i(P,R,S,E) ∪
{g | f ⊐(P,R,S,E) g for some f ∈  i(P,R,S,E)}
Finally, let  (P,R,S,E) = FPA ∪
S
i≥0  i(P,R,S,E).
Subsets   ⊆ F ∪FPA give rise to subsets of R, S, and E in the obvious way.
Deﬁnition 58 (R( ), S( ), and E( )). Let   ⊆ F ∪ FPA. For Q ∈ {R,S}
we deﬁne Q( ) = {l → rJCK ∈ Q | root(l) ∈  } and we let E( ) = {u ≈ v ∈
E | root(u) ∈   or root(v) ∈  }.
In the following, we deﬁne a mapping I from terminating terms8 to terms
that possibly contain the fresh function symbol Π. This mapping is similar to
mappings deﬁned in [15,17,33] but diﬀers in how terms t with root(t)  ∈   are
handled. The idea for this mapping is that every reduction of t that uses R, S,
and E can be “simulated” by a reduction of I(t) that only uses R( ), S( ),
and E( ), plus rewrite rules from the following deﬁnition.
8 A term t is terminating iﬀ there are no inﬁnite
S →PA E\R sequences starting with t.28 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Deﬁnition 59 (RΠ). For the fresh function symbol Π we let RΠ = {Π(x,y) →
x, Π(x,y) → y}.
Within this section we assume that (P,R,S,E) is a DP problem such that
E is size preserving and that   =  (P,R,S,E).
Deﬁnition 60 (Mapping I). For any terminating term t ∈ T (F ∪FPA,V) we
deﬁne I(t) by
I(x) = x if x ∈ V
I(f(t1,...,tn)) = f(I(t1),...,I(tn)) if f ∈  
I(t) = Comp(Rep(RedS(t) ∪ RedR(t) ∪ EqE(t))) if root(t)  ∈  
where the sets RedS(t), RedR(t), and EqE(t) are deﬁned as
RedS(t) = {I(t′) | t ֒→PA E\S t′}
RedR(t) = {I(t′) | t
S
֒→PA E\R t′}
EqE(t) = {g(I(t1),...,I(tn)) | t ∼E g(t1,...,tn)}
and Rep(M) picks one ﬁxed representative for each E( )∪PA-equivalence class
occurring in M. Moreover, Comp({t}⊎M) = Π(t,Comp(M)) and Comp(∅) = ⊥,
where Π is a fresh function symbol of sort univ×univ → univ and ⊥ is a fresh
variable of sort univ. In order to make this deﬁnition unambiguous we assume
that t is the minimal element of {t} ⊎ M w.r.t. some total well-founded order
>T on terms. If σ is a terminating PA-based substitution9 then we deﬁne the
substitution I(σ) by I(σ)(x) = I(σ(x)).
Next, we show several properties of the mapping I. In parts 4. and 5.,
→PA S( ) and →PA R( ) abbreviate →PA ∅\S( ) and →PA ∅\R( ), respectively.
Lemma 61. Let s,t ∈ T (F ∪FPA,V) and let σ be a PA-based substitution such
that s, t, and σ are terminating.
1. If s ∈ T ( ,V) then I(sσ) = sI(σ).
2. If s ∼E∪PA t then I(s) ∼E( )∪PA I(t).
3. I(sσ)  ∗
0 sI(σ),
where  0 = →∗
RΠ ◦ ∼E( )∪PA.
4. If s →∗
PA E\S t then I(s)  ∗
1 I(t),
where  1 = ∼E( )∪PA ◦  ∗
0 ◦ →PA S( ) ∪ →
+
RΠ ◦ ∼E( )∪PA.
5. If s
S →PA E\R →∗ t then I(s)  ∗
2 I(t),
where  2 =  ∗
1 ◦ ∼E( )∪PA ◦  ∗
0 ◦ →PA R( ) ∪ →
+
RΠ ◦ ∼E( )∪PA.
6. If s ∈ T ( ,V) and sσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼E∪PA tσ, then sI(σ)  ∗
2
◦  ∗
1 ◦ ∼E( )∪PA ◦  ∗
0 tI(σ).
9 A substitution σ is terminating iﬀ σ(x) is terminating for all x ∈ V.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 29
Using Lemma 61.6 we can show soundness of the following DP processor.
Note that all data structure in Figure 1 satisfy the condition on E. Also, note
that RΠ can easily be oriented by any PA-polynomial interpretation by letting
Pol(Π) = x1 + x2. Also, any Cε-compatible ordinary reduction pair [15] orients
these rules by deﬁnition.
Theorem 62 (DP Processor Based on PA-reduction Pairs and Func-
tion Dependencies). Let Proc be the DP processor with Proc(P,R,S,E) =
• {(P − P′,R,S,E)}, if E is size preserving, P′ ⊆ P, and   =  (P,R,S,E)
such that
– ( ,≻) is a PA-reduction pair for (P,R,S,E),
– sJCK   tJCK for all s → tJCK ∈ P − P′,
– sJCK ≻ tJCK for all s → tJCK ∈ P′,
– lJCK   rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ R( ) ∪ RΠ,
– lJCK   rJCK for all l → rJCK ∈ S( ), and
– uJ⊤K ∼ vJ⊤K for all u ≈ v ∈ E( ).
• {(P,R,S,E)}, otherwise.
Then Proc is sound.
Example 63. Continuing Example 53, recall the DP problems ({(1)},R,S,E)
and ({(2),(4)},R,S,E) where the dependency pairs are as follows.
inc
♯(ins(x,ys)) → inc
♯(ys) (1)
nats
♯(0,y + 1) → nats
♯(1,y + 1) (2)
nats♯(x + 1,y + 1) → nats♯(x,y) (4)
Using function dependencies we get  ({(1)},R,S,E) =  ({(2),(4)},R,S,E) =
FPA. Thus, the DP processor of Theorem 62 does not need to consider R, S,
and E at all when handling these DP problems. Using the PA-reduction pair
( Pol,≻Pol) based on a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(inc
♯) =
x1, Pol(ins) = x2 + 1, and Pol(nats♯) = x2, the DP problem ({(1)},R,S,E)
is transformed into the trivial DP problem (∅,R,S,E), while the DP problem
({(2),(4)},R,S,E) is transformed into ({(2)},R,S,E) whose estimated depen-
dency graph does not contain any SCCs. ♦
6 Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed the notion of constrained equational systems for modeling
algorithms. Rewriting with these systems is based on normalized rewriting com-
bined with validity checking of instantiated constraints. Semantic data structures
like ﬁnite sets, multisets, and sorted lists are modeled using constrained rewrite
rules and equations on constructors. In this paper, constraints are Boolean com-
binations of atomic formulas from Presburger arithmetic. The constrained equa-
tional systems discussed in this paper are a strict generalization of the equa-
tional systems presented in [9], which also use normalized rewriting but do not30 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
allow the use of constraints. A further generalization that allows rewrite rules
with conditions in addition to constraints is discussed in the companion pa-
per [10]. That paper also shows how operational termination [24] of conditional
constrained equational systems can be reduced to termination of unconditional
systems using a simple transformation. Using this transformation, the methods
of the present paper can thus be used for showing operational termination of
conditional constrained equational systems as well.
The dependency pair framework for proving termination is generalized to
constrained equational systems and several DP processors are developed within
this framework. Even if restricted to the systems from [9], the DP processors
presented in this paper strictly subsume the ones used in [9] since we show
that a DP processor based on the subterm criterion [17] is applicable and that
attention can be restricted to subsets of R, S, and E that are determined by the
dependencies between function symbols.
Termination is only one among several important properties of constrained
equational systems. We plan to study other properties as well, in particular con-
ﬂuence and suﬃcient completeness. The cover set method [36] for automatically
generating an induction scheme from a function deﬁnition requires that the func-
tion deﬁnition is both terminating and suﬃciently complete. Developing checks
for suﬃcient completeness along with the results from this paper for showing
termination would allow the development of automated methods for mechaniz-
ing proofs by induction for such function deﬁnitions. Results about decidability
of inductive validity of conjectures as discussed in [18,8] could also be extended.
Orthogonal to this, we will investigate how the rewrite relation can be general-
ized by considering other built-in theories apart from Presburger arithmetic on
natural numbers.
The proposed method has not been implemented yet, but we believe that it
can be easily implemented within a termination tool such as AProVE [12]. An
implementation is planned for the future.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 31
A Proofs
A.1 Proofs from Section 2
Proof of Lemma 12.1 It suﬃces to show that ⊢⊣PA ◦ ⊢⊣E ⊆ ⊢⊣E ◦ ⊢⊣PA.
For this, assume that s ⊢⊣PA s′ ⊢⊣E t. Thus, there exist positions p ∈ Pos(s)
and p′ ∈ Pos(s′), equations u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) in PA and u′ ≈ v′ (or v′ ≈ u′)
in E, and substitutions σ and σ′ such that s|p = uσ, s′ = s[vσ]p, s′|p′ = u′σ′,
and t = s′[v′σ′]p′. We prove the claim by a case distinction on the relationship
between p and p′.
p ⊥ p′: In this case we immediately obtain s ⊢⊣E ◦ ⊢⊣PA t.
p = p′: This case cannot occur since the signature condition ensures that vσ has
sort nat and u′σ′ has sort univ.
p′ = p.q for some position q  = ε: Since all subterms of v have sort nat there
exists a position q1 ∈ Pos(v) such that v|q1 = x is a variable and q = q1.q2 for
some position q2. Deﬁne the PA-based substitution ˆ σ to behave like σ, with the
exception that ˆ σ(x) = σ(x)[v′σ′]q2. Then σ(x) ⊢⊣E ˆ σ(x), which implies s|p =
uσ ⊢⊣E uˆ σ ⊢⊣PA vˆ σ = t|p because u and v are linear. Thus, s ⊢⊣E ◦ ⊢⊣PA t.
p = p′.q for some position q  = ε: Since all non-variable subterms of u′ have sort
univ there exists a position q1 ∈ Pos(u′) such that u′|q1 = x is a variable and
q = q1.q2 for some position q2. Deﬁne the PA-based substitution ˆ σ′ to behave
like σ′, with the exception that ˆ σ′(x) = σ′(x)[uσ]q2. Then ˆ σ′(x) ⊢⊣PA σ′(x),
which implies s|p′ = u′ˆ σ′ ⊢⊣E v′ˆ σ′ ⊢⊣PA v′σ′ = t|p′ because u′ and v′ are linear.
Thus, s ⊢⊣E ◦ ⊢⊣PA t. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Lemma 12.2 First, an easy induction shows that the commutation
property of ∼E∪PA over →PA E\S can be extended to ∼E∪PA ◦ →∗
PA E\S ⊆
→∗
PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA. Using this, t→PA E\S
! → ˆ t implies s →∗
PA E\S s′ ∼E∪PA ˆ t for
some s′ since s ∼E∪PA t and t →∗
PA E\S ˆ t. Since ˆ t is a normal form w.r.t.
→PA E\S, the same holds true for s′ since otherwise the commutation of ∼E∪PA
over →PA E\S would imply that ˆ t is reducible by →PA E\S as well. We thus get
s→PA E\S
! → s′ and s→PA E\S
! → ˆ s. Now the convergence of →PA E\S modulo ∼E∪PA
implies s′ ∼E∪PA ˆ s, which together with s′ ∼E∪PA ˆ t implies ˆ s ∼E∪PA ˆ t. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Lemma 12.3 We show that s
S →PA E\R t and s′ ∼E∪PA s implies
s′ S →PA E\R t′ for some t′ ∼E∪PA t. Thus, assume s
S →PA E\R t. This means
that s = C[f(u∗)] for some context C with f(u∗)→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ for some
constrained rewrite rule l → rJDK ∈ R and some PA-based substitution σ such
that Dσ is PA-valid and t = C[rσ]. Since s ∼E∪PA s′ and all equations in E ∪PA32 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
are i.u.v. and do not contain symbols from D(R), an application of [9, Lemma 5]
implies s′ = C′[f(u′∗)] for some context C′ with C′ ∼E∪PA C and u′∗ ∼E∪PA u∗.
Therefore, we obtain f(u′∗)→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ by Lemma 12.2 and we can use
the substitution σ to rewrite s′ = C′[f(u′∗)] to t′ = C′[rσ] ∼E∪PA C[rσ] = t. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Lemma 12.4 Let s →PA E\S t
S →PA E\R u, i.e., there exist positions
p1 ∈ Pos(s) and p2 ∈ Pos(t), rules l1 → r1JC1K ∈ S and l2 → r2JC2K ∈ R, and
PA-based substitutions σ1 and σ2 such that
1. s|p1 ∼E∪PA l1σ1, the instantiated PA-constraint C1σ1 is PA-valid, and t =
s[r1σ1]p1, and
2. t|p2 →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA l2σ2, the instantiated PA-constraint C2σ2 is PA-valid,
and u = t[r2σ2]p2.
We show s
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →=
PA E\S u by a case distinction on the relationship
between p1 and p2.
p1 ⊥ p2. In this case we immediately obtain s
S →PA E\R ◦ →PA E\S u.
p1 = p2.q for some position q  = ε. In this case s|p1 = f(s∗), t|p1 = f(t∗),
and s∗ →PA E\S t∗. Since →PA E\S is convergent modulo ∼E∪PA and since
f(t∗)→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA l2σ2 we obtain f(s∗)→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA l2σ2. Therefore,
s
S →PA E\R s[r2σ2]p2 = t[r2σ2]p2 = u.
p2 = p1.q for some position q. Since r1 ∈ T (C(R),V) there exists a position
q1 ∈ Pos(r1) such that r1|q1 = x is a variable and q = q1.q2 for some position q2.
Deﬁne the PA-based substitution σ′
1 to behave like σ1, with the exception that
σ′
1(x) = σ1(x)[r2σ2]q2. Then l1σ1
S →PA E\R →
+ l1σ′
1 and thus s|p1
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ ∼E∪PA
l1σ′
1 by Lemma 12.3 since s|p1 ∼E∪PA l1σ1. Since σ1 and σ′
1 do not diﬀer on
variables of sort nat because σ1 is PA-based, we know that C1σ′
1 is PA-valid
since C1σ1 is PA-valid. Thus, s|p1
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →PA E\S r1σ′. Since r1 is linear
we obtain s[r1σ′
1]p1 = t[r1σ′
1]p1 = u, i.e., s
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →PA E\S u. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Corollary 13.1 The equivalence of 1. and 2. can be shown by an
easy induction, making use of Lemma 12.1. That 2. implies 3. is obvious. For
showing that 3. implies 2. assume s ∼E∪PA t. Then s ∼1 ◦...◦ ∼n t for some
n, where ∼i = ∼PA or ∼i = ∼E such that ∼i  = ∼i+1 for all 1 ≤ i < n. Using
the equivalence of 1. and 2., the ∼PA and ∼E steps can be rearranged in order
to obtain s ∼E ◦ ∼PA t. ⊓ ⊔Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 33
Proof of Corollary 13.2 Assume s starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction
s
S →PA E\R s1
S →PA E\R s2
S →PA E\R s3
S →PA E\R ...
Using Lemma 12.3 we get
s′ S →PA E\R s′
1
S →PA E\R s′
2
S →PA E\R s′
3
S →PA E\R ...
where si ∼E∪PA s′
i, i.e., s′ starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction as well. The
other direction is shown the same way. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Corollary 13.3 It suﬃces to show this property if s →PA E\S s′
since then an easy induction of n in s →n
PA E\S s′ gives the result. Thus, let
s →PA E\S s′ and assume that s′ starts an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction. Using
the inclusion →PA E\S ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →=
PA E\S from Lemma 12.4
we obtain an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R-reduction starting with s. ⊓ ⊔
A.2 Proofs from Section 5.3
Proof of Theorem 28 We need to show that tcap(t1) and s2 are E ∪S ∪PA-
uniﬁable with a PA-based uniﬁer   such that s1  and s2  are in normal form
w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S and C1  and C2  are PA-valid whenever s1 → t1JC1K, s2 →
t2JC2K is a (P,R,S,E)-chain, i.e.,
(†)
t1σ
S →PA E\R →∗ u→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA s2σ for a PA-based substitution σ
such that C1σ and C2σ are PA-valid and s1σ and s2σ are in normal form
w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S implies that tcap(t1) and s2 are E ∪ S ∪ PA-uniﬁable
with a PA-based uniﬁer   such that s1  and s2  are in normal form
w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S and C1  and C2  are PA-valid.
In order to show (†), we ﬁrst show that for all terms t and all PA-based substi-
tutions  ,
(‡)
tcap(t) 
S →PA E\R u implies that there exists a PA-based substitution
τ such that u = tcap(t)τ, where   and τ diﬀer at most for the fresh
variables introduced by tcap(t).
The property (‡) is shown by induction on t. If tcap(t) ∈ V, then it is of
sort univ since x  cannot be reduced by
S →PA E\R if x is a variable of sort
nat because   is PA-based. Thus, tcap(t) is a fresh variable y, and letting
τ = {y  → u} establishes (‡). Otherwise, t = f(t1,...,tn) and tcap(t) =
f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)), where there does not exist a rule l → rJCK ∈ R
such that f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)) and l are E ∪ S ∪ PA-uniﬁable with a
PA-based uniﬁer λ such that Cλ is PA-valid. We ﬁrst show that this implies34 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
that the reduction f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)) 
S →PA E\R u cannot take place
at the root position. If the reduction takes place at the root position, then
there exist a rule l → rJCK ∈ R and a PA-based substitution ρ such that
f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)) →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lρ and Cρ is PA-valid. Since we
can assume l to be variable disjoint from f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)), we can
deﬁne the PA-based substitution λ =   ∪ ρ. Then λ is a E ∪ S ∪ PA-uniﬁer
of f(tcap(t1),...,tcap(tn)) and l such that Cλ is PA-valid, in contradiction
to the assumption. Hence, the
S →PA E\R-reduction does not take place at the
root position, i.e., there exists an 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that tcap(ti) 
S →PA E\R ui
and u = f(tcap(t1) ,...,ui,...,tcap(tn) ). By the inductive assumption, this
yields a substitution δ such that ui = tcap(ti)δ. Since the fresh variables intro-
duced by tcap(ti) are disjoint from the fresh variables introduced by tcap(tj)
for 1 ≤ j  = i ≤ n and since   and δ diﬀer at most for the fresh variables in-
troduced by tcap(ti), we can deﬁne the substitution τ with τ(x) = δ(x) if x is
a fresh variable introduced by tcap(ti) and τ(x) =  (x) otherwise. Using this
substitution, we obtain
u = f(tcap(t1) ,...,tcap(ti)δ,...,tcap(tn) )
= f(tcap(t1)τ,...,tcap(ti)τ,...,tcap(tn)τ)
= tcap(t)τ.
Using induction on the length of the reduction sequence and (‡) we ob-
tain that tcap(t) 
S →PA E\R →∗ u for a PA-based substitution   implies that u =
tcap(t)δ for some PA-based substitution δ such that   and δ diﬀer at most for
fresh variables introduced by tcap(t). Since t1 = tcap(t1)σ′ for some PA-based
substitution σ′ which only instantiates fresh variables introduced by tcap(t),
we in particular obtain that t1σ = tcap(t1)σ′σ
S →PA E\R →∗ u implies that u =
tcap(t1)δ for some PA-based substitution δ such that σ′σ and δ diﬀer at most
for the fresh variables introduced by tcap(t1). Since u→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA s2σ,
we know that tcap(t1)δ = u ∼E∪S∪PA s2σ. We now deﬁne the PA-based sub-
stitution   by  (x) = δ(x) if x is a fresh variable introduced by tcap(t1) and
 (x) = σ(x) otherwise. We then have tcap(t1)  = u ∼E∪S∪PA s2σ = s2 , i.e.,
  is an E ∪ S ∪ PA-uniﬁer of tcap(t1) and s2. Since s1  = s1σ and s2  = s2σ,
the terms s1  and s2  are in normal form w.r.t. →<ε
PA E\S by Deﬁnition 15. Also,
C1  = C1σ and C2  = C2σ are PA-valid. ⊓ ⊔
A.3 Proofs from Section 5.4
Proof of Theorem 31 In the second case soundness is obvious. Otherwise, as-
sume there is an inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,...
using the PA-based substitution σ. We need to show that every occurrence of
(a variable renamed version of) s → tJCK in this chain can be replaced by
s → ˆ tτJCK. Thus, let tσ
S →PA E\R →∗ u→<ε
PA E\S
! → v ∼<ε
E∪PA siσ for some i > 1.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 35
From (‡) in the proof of Theorem 28 we get that tσ = tcap(t)τσ
S →PA E\R →∗ u
implies u = tcap(t)  for some substitution  , i.e., the reduction takes place
in τσ. Let tcap(t)JCK →<ε
PA E\S ˆ tJCK. Thus, there exist a rule l → rJDK
in S, a non-root position p ∈ Pos(tcap(t)), and a PA-based substitution ρ
such that tcap(t)|p ∼E∪PA lρ and C ⇒ Dρ is PA-valid. Thus, tcap(t)τσ|p =
tcap(t)|pτσ ∼E∪PA lρτσ where ρτσ is PA-based and Dρτσ is PA-valid since
Cτσ = Cσ is PA-valid. Thus we get tσ = tcap(t)τσ →<ε
PA E\S ˆ tτσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ˆ t .
Since τσ and   diﬀer at most for the fresh variables introduced by tcap(t), we
can assume that τσ(x) =  (x) for all other variables. In particular, Dρ  is PA-
valid since Dρτσ is PA-valid and u|p = tcap(t) |p = tcap(t)|p  ∼E∪PA lρ ,
i.e., u = tcap(t)  →<ε
PA E\S ˆ t . Thus, since →PA E\S is convergent modulo
∼E∪PA, we obtain ˆ t →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA v. In conclusion we have therefore shown
that ˆ tτσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA siσ and s → tJCK in the above chain can
be replaced by s → ˆ tτJCK. ⊓ ⊔
A.4 Proofs from Section 5.5
Proof of Lemma 35 Let (R,S,E) be a CES such that E is size preserving.
1. Deﬁne a measure | |univ on terms as follows. Let |t|univ denote the number of
positions in t which have a subterm of sort univ. We now show that s⊲univt
implies |s|univ > |t|univ. Then well-foundedness of ⊲univ is immediate. Thus,
let s ⊲univ t, i.e., s ∼E∪PA s′ ⊲ t′ ∼E∪PA t for some terms s′,t′.
First, we show that s ∼E∪PA s′ implies |s|univ = |s′|univ. For this, we per-
form an induction on n in s ⊢⊣
n
E∪PA s′. If n = 0, the claim is obvious.
Otherwise, s ⊢⊣
n−1
E∪PA s′′ ⊢⊣E∪PA s′, and the inductive hypothesis implies
|s|univ = |s′′|univ. Now s′′ ⊢⊣E∪PA s′ implies that there exists an equation
u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) in E ∪ PA such that s′′ = C[uσ] and s′ = C[vσ] for some
context C and some substitution σ and it thus suﬃces to show |uσ|univ =
|vσ|univ. If u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) is from PA, then |uσ|univ = |vσ|univ since
|u|univ = |v|univ = 0 and the equation is i.u.v. Otherwise, |uσ|univ = |vσ|univ
is a consequence of the assumption that u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) is a size preserving
i.u.v. constructor equation.
Since s′⊲t′ implies |s′|univ > |t′|univ because s′ has sort univ, we thus obtain
|s|univ > |t|univ as desired.
2. For ⊲univ, let s ⊲univ t, i.e., s ∼E∪PA s′ ⊲ t′ ∼E∪PA t for some terms s′,t′.
Since both ∼E∪PA and ⊲ are stable, we obtain sσ ∼E∪PA s′σ⊲t′σ ∼E∪PA tσ,
i.e., sσ⊲univtσ. Now stability of  univ is obvious since ⊲univ and ∼E∪PA are
stable.
3. Let s⊲univt, i.e., s ∼E∪PA ◦⊲◦ ∼E∪PA t, and let s′ ∼E∪PA s and t′ ∼E∪PA t.
Thus, s′ ∼E∪PA ◦⊲◦ ∼E∪PA t′, i.e., s′⊲univt′. Since  univ = ⊲univ ∪ ∼E∪PA
the claim for  univ is now immediate. ⊓ ⊔36 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Proof of Lemma 37
1. Well-foundedness is an immediate consequence of the well-foundedness of >
on the natural numbers.
2. Stability for PA-based substitutions is immediate since Deﬁnition 36 is based
on PA-validity.
3. Assume s ⊲nat t and let s′ ∼E∪PA s and t′ ∼E∪PA t. By the signature
condition and since s,t ∈ T (FPA,V) this implies s′ ∼PA s and t′ ∼PA t. But
then s′ > t′ is PA-valid since s > t is PA-valid and s′ ∼PA s implies that
s′ ≃ s is PA-valid, and similarly for t′ ∼PA t. Compatibility of  nat with
∼E∪PA is shown the same way.
4. Assume s ⊲nat t and let s′  nat s and t  nat t′. Then s′ ≥ s, s > t, and
t ≥ t′ are PA-valid. But this implies that s′ > t′ is PA-valid as well, i.e.,
s′ ⊲nat t′. ⊓ ⊔
A.5 Proofs from Section 5.7
In order to prove Theorem 51 we need the following property.
Lemma 64. Let Pol be a PA-polynomial interpretation. If s ⊢⊣PA t for terms
s,t ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V), then s ∼Pol t.
Proof. We ﬁrst show that uσ ∼Pol vσ for all u ≈ v ∈ PA and all substitutions
σ. For the equation x+y ≈ y +x we get [xσ +yσ]Pol = [xσ]Pol +[yσ]Pol =(Z,N)
[yσ]Pol + [xσ]Pol = [yσ + xσ]Pol. For x + 0 ≈ x we get [xσ + 0]Pol = [xσ]Pol +
[0]Pol = [xσ]Pol + 0 =(Z,N) [xσ]Pol. Finally, for x + (y + z) ≈ (x + y) + z we get
[xσ + (yσ + zσ)]Pol = [xσ]Pol + ([yσ]Pol + [zσ]Pol) =(Z,N) ([xσ]Pol + [yσ]Pol) +
[zσ]Pol = [(xσ + yσ) + zσ]Pol.
For the statement of the lemma, let s ⊢⊣PA t, i.e., there exist an equation
u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) in PA, a substitution σ, and a position p ∈ Pos(s) such
that s|p = uσ and t = s[vσ]p. We show the claim by induction on p. If p = ε,
then s = uσ ∼Pol vσ = t by the above. Otherwise, s = f(s1,...,si,...,sn) and
t = f(s1,...,ti,...,sn) such that si ⊢⊣PA ti. By the inductive assumption we get
si ∼Pol ti, which implies [s]Pol = Pol(f)([s1]Pol,...,[si]Pol,...,[sn]pol) =(Z,N)
Pol(f)([s1]Pol,...,[ti]Pol,...,[sn]pol) = [t]Pol, i.e., s ∼Pol t. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Theorem 51 Let (P,R,S,E) be a DP problem and let Pol be a
PA-polynomial interpretation such that Pol(f♯) is weakly increasing in all xi
with i ∈ RedPos(f♯,P).
We need to show that  Pol is F-monotonic and f♯-monotonic at position i
for all f♯ ∈ F♯ and all i ∈ RedPos(f♯,P). Furthermore, we need to show that
 Pol is PA-compatible, that ≻Pol is well-founded, and that ≻Pol is compatible
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 Pol is F-monotonic: Let s  Pol t for terms s,t ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V). We show
C[s]  Pol C[t] for all contexts C over F ∪ FPA by induction on C. If C =  ,
then we are immediately done. Otherwise, the context C has the form C =
f(s1,...,si−1,D,si+1,...,sn) for some function symbol f ∈ F, some context D
over F∪FPA, and some terms s1,...,si−1,si+1,sn. By the inductive assumption
we get D[s]  Pol D[t], i.e., [D[s]]Pol ≥(Z,N) [D[t]]Pol. Now
[C[s]]Pol = Pol(f)([s1]Pol,...,[si−1]Pol,[D[s]]Pol,[si+1]Pol,...,[sn]Pol)
and
[C[t]]Pol = Pol(f)([s1]Pol,...,[si−1]Pol,[D[t]]Pol,[si+1]Pol,...,[sn]Pol)
Since Pol(f) ∈ N[x1,...,xn] we get [C[s]]Pol ≥(Z,N) [C[t]]Pol, i.e., C[s]  Pol C[t].
  is f♯-monotonic at position i for all f♯ ∈ F♯ and all i ∈ RedPos(f♯,P): The
proof is similar to the previous one. For the context C = f(s1,...,D,...,sn),
where D is some context, we obtain
[C♯[s]]Pol = Pol(f♯)([s1]Pol,...,[si−1]Pol,[D[s]]Pol,[si+1]Pol,...,[sn]Pol)
and
[C♯[t]]Pol = Pol(f♯)([s1]Pol,...,[si−1]Pol,[D[t]]Pol,[si+1]Pol,...,[sn]Pol)
Since Pol(f♯) is weakly increasing in xi we get [C♯[s]]Pol ≥(Z,N) [C♯[t]]Pol, i.e.,
C♯[s]  Pol C♯[t].
 Pol is PA-compatible. The proof is similar to the previous two proofs and makes
use of Lemma 64.
≻Pol is well-founded: For a contradiction, assume that s1 ≻Pol s2 ≻Pol ... is an
inﬁnite descending sequence of terms. This means that [si]Pol ≻(Z,N) [si+1]Pol
for all i ≥ 1. Additionally, [si]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol for all i ≥ 1. But this is clearly
impossible.
≻Pol is compatible with  Pol: For showing that ≻Pol ◦  Pol ⊆ ≻Pol, let s ≻Pol
t  Pol u, i.e., [s]Pol >(Z,N) [t]Pol ≥(Z,N) [u]Pol and [s]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol. But then
[s]Pol >(Z,N) [u]Pol as well and therefore s ≻Pol u.
We also have  Pol ◦ ≻Pol ⊆ ≻Pol. To see this, let s  Pol t ≻Pol u. Then
[s]Pol ≥(Z,N) [t]Pol >(Z,N) [u]Pol and [t]Pol ≥(Z,N) cPol. But then we also have
[s]Pol ≥(Z,N) c and [s]Pol >(Z,N) [u]Pol, i.e., s ≻Pol u. ⊓ ⊔
A.6 Proofs from Section 5.8
We ﬁrst show that there are only ﬁnitely many PA-based normal substitutions
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Lemma 65. Let s,l be terms. Then there are only ﬁnitely many PA-based nor-
mal substitutions σ with Dom(σ) = V(l) such that s ∼PA lσ.
Proof. We deﬁne a measure  t  on terms t by  x  = 0 for variables x of sort
univ,  0  =  1  =  x  = 1 for variables x of sort nat, and  f(t1,...,tn)  =
 t1  + ... +  tn  for function symbols f  ∈ {0,1}.
For the claim of the lemma, it suﬃces to show that  lσ  is bound in  s 
and  l . We show that  lσ  ≤  l  +  s ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}   ≤  l  +  s , where
s↓ c PA\{x+0→x} denotes a normal form of s w.r.t. → c PA\{x+0→x}, i.e., a term t
such that s →∗
c PA\{x+0→x} t and t is a normal form w.r.t. → c PA\{x+0→x}. Since
→ c PA\{x+0→x} is convergent modulo ∼ c PA, this normal form is unique up to ∼ c PA
and has a unique measure since s ∼ c PA t implies  s  =  t . Since s ∼PA lσ implies
s↓ c PA\{x+0→x}∼ c PA lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}, we get  s↓ c PA\{x+0→x}  =  lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x} ,
and we thus show that  lσ  ≤  l  +  lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}  by induction on l.
Case 1: l = x for some variable x of sort univ. We get lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}= lσ since
σ is normal and the claim is immediate.
Case 2: l has sort nat. Since l has sort nat it can be written in the form
l = x1 + ... + xn + 0 + ... + 0 + t1 + ... + tl (with k occurrences of 0), where
the tj are non-variable terms that are not 0. Without loss of generality we can
assume that there exists an 0 ≤ i ≤ n such that σ(xj) = 0 for all j such that
1 ≤ j ≤ i and σ(xj)  = 0 for all j with i < j ≤ n.
We have  l  = n+k+ t1 +...+ tl ,  lσ  = i+ xi+1σ +...+ xnσ +k+
 t1σ +...+ tlσ , and  lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}  =  xi+1σ +... xnσ + t1 +...+ tl 
because lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}= xi+1σ +...+xnσ +t1σ +...+tnσ since σ is assumed
to be normal. But then
 lσ  = i +  xi+1σ  + ... +  xnσ  + k +  t1σ  + ... +  tlσ 
≤ n +  xi+1σ  + ... +  xnσ  + k +  t1σ  + ... +  tlσ 
=  l  +  xi+1σ  + ... +  xnσ 
≤  l  +  lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x} 
and the claim is proved.
Case 3: l = f(l1,...,ln) and l has sort univ. Then
 lσ  =  f(l1σ,...,lnσ) 
=  l1σ  + ... +  lnσ 
≤  l1  +  l1σ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}  + ... +  ln  +  lnσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x} 
=  l1  + ... +  ln  +  l1σ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}  + ... +  lnσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x} 
=  f(l1,...,ln)  +  f(l1σ↓ c PA\{x+0→x},...,lnσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x}) 
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=  l  +  lσ↓ c PA\{x+0→x} 
by the inductive hypothesis. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Lemma 56
1. Since a term has only ﬁnitely many positions and since S is a ﬁnite set
of rules it suﬃces to show ﬁnite branching for one position p and one rule
l → rJCK ∈ S. Without loss of generality we assume p = ε, i.e., s ∼E∪PA lσ
where σ is PA-based and normal. By Corollary 13.1 we get s ∼E s′ ∼PA lσ.
Since there are only ﬁnitely many such s′ because E is size preserving it
suﬃces to show ﬁnite branching for one such s′. Now Lemma 65 implies
that there are only ﬁnitely many PA-based normal substitutions σ such that
s′ ∼PA lσ and we are done.
In order to show →PA E\S ⊆ ֒→PA E\S ◦ ∼PA assume s →PA E\S t. With-
out loss of generality we can assume that the reduction takes place at the
root position using the PA-based substitution σ, i.e., s ∼E∪PA lσ for some
l → rJCK ∈ S such that Cσ is PA-valid and t = rσ. Deﬁne the PA-based sub-
stitution σ′ by σ′(x) = σ(x)↓ c PA\{x+0→x} for x ∈ V(l). Then σ(x) ∼PA σ′(x)
for all x ∈ V(l) and Cσ′ is still PA-valid. Since σ′ is PA-based and normal
and since s ∼E∪PA lσ′ we obtain s ֒→PA E\S rσ′ ∼PA rσ = t.
Finally, for ∼E∪PA ◦ ֒→PA E\S ⊆ ֒→PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA assume s ֒→PA E\S t
and let s′ ∼E∪PA s. Since s ֒→PA E\S t implies s →PA E\S t we get a
t′ ∼E∪PA t such that s′ →PA E\S t′ since ∼E∪PA commutes over →PA E\S.
Now →PA E\S ⊆ ֒→PA E\S ◦ ∼PA yields s′ ֒→PA E\S ◦ ∼PA t′ and we are
done.
2. Since a term has only ﬁnitely many positions and since R is a ﬁnite set
of rules it suﬃces to show ﬁnite branching for one position p and one
rule l → rJCK ∈ R. Without loss of generality we assume p = ε, i.e.,
s→<ε
PA E\S
! → s′ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ where σ is PA-based and normal. By Corollary 13.1
we get s′ ∼<ε
E s′′ ∼<ε
PA lσ. Since there are only ﬁnitely many such s′′ be-
cause E is size preserving it suﬃces to show ﬁnite branching for one such s′′.
Now Lemma 65 implies that there are only ﬁnitely many PA-based normal
substitutions σ such that s′′ ∼PA lσ and we are done.
In order to show
S →PA E\R ⊆
S
֒→PA E\R ◦ ∼PA assume s
S →PA E\R t. With-
out loss of generality we can assume that the reduction takes place at the
root position using the PA-based substitution σ, i.e., s→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ
for some l → rJCK in R such that Cσ is PA-valid and t = rσ. Deﬁne
the PA-based substitution σ′ by σ′(x) = σ(x)↓ c PA\{x+0→x} for x ∈ V(l).
Then σ(x) ∼PA σ′(x) for all x ∈ V(l) and Cσ′ is still PA-valid. Since
σ′ is PA-based and normal and since s→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼E∪PA lσ′ we obtain
s
S
֒→PA E\R rσ′ ∼PA rσ = t.
Finally, for ∼E∪PA ◦
S
֒→PA E\R ⊆
S
֒→PA E\R ◦ ∼E∪PA assume s
S
֒→PA E\R t
and let s′ ∼E∪PA s. Since s
S
֒→PA E\R t implies s
S →PA E\R t we get a40 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
t′ ∼E∪PA t such that s′ S →PA E\R t′ by Lemma 12.3. Now
S →PA E\R ⊆
S
֒→PA E\R ◦ ∼PA yields s′ S
֒→PA E\R ◦ ∼PA t′ and we are done. ⊓ ⊔
In order to show several important properties of the mapping I we will make
use of the following relations.
Deﬁnition 66 ( , ≫). Let s,t be terms and let m,n ∈ N. Then s   t iﬀ
s →PA E\S ∪
S →PA E\R ∪ ⊲univ t and (s,m) ≫ (t,n) iﬀ either s   t, or
s ∼E∪PA t and m > n.
Since we will be using   and ≫ for inductive proofs on terms that are
terminating w.r.t.
S →PA E\R we need to following properties.
Lemma 67. Let s be a terminating term.
1. If s   ∪ ∼E∪PA t, then t is terminating.
2.   is well-founded on terminating terms.
3. ≫ is well-founded on {t | t is terminating} × N.
Proof. Let s be terminating.
1. If s →PA E\S t, then t is terminating by Corollary 13.3. If s
S →PA E\R t then
t is clearly terminating if s is terminating. If s ⊲univ t then t is terminating
due to the inclusion ⊲univ ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R ◦ ⊲univ from the proof
of Theorem 41. If s ∼E∪PA t, then t is terminating by Corollary 13.2.
2. Assume   is not well-founded on terminating terms. Then, there exists an
inﬁnite
S →PA E\R ∪ →PA E\S ∪ ⊲univ sequence containing only terminating
terms.
Case 1: The sequence contains only ﬁnitely many
S →PA E\R steps. Then,
we get an inﬁnite →PA E\S ∪ ⊲univ sequence. Since ⊲univ is well-founded
this sequence contains inﬁnitely many →PA E\S steps. Using the inclusion
⊲univ ◦ →PA E\S ⊆ →PA E\S ◦ ⊲univ from the proof of Theorem 41 we obtain
an inﬁnite →PA E\S sequence, contradicting the assumption that →PA E\S
is terminating.
Case 2: The sequence contains inﬁnitely many
S →PA E\R steps. In this case
we use the inclusions ∼E∪PA ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R ◦ ∼E∪PA from Lemma
12.3, →PA E\S ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R →
+ ◦ →=
PA E\S from Lemma 12.4, and
⊲univ ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R ◦ ⊲univ from the proof of Theorem 41 to
obtain an inﬁnite
S →PA E\R sequence starting with a terminating term, which
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3. Assume ≫ is not well-founded on {t | t is terminating}×N. Then, there exists
an inﬁnite sequence (s0,n0) ≫ (s1,n1) ≫ .... Since > is well-founded on N,
this sequence contains inﬁnitely many i with si   si+1. For the remaining i
we have si ∼E∪PA si+1. Using the inclusions ∼E∪PA ◦
S →PA E\R ⊆
S →PA E\R
◦ ∼E∪PA from Lemma 12.3, ∼E∪PA ◦ →PA E\S ⊆ →PA E\S ◦ ∼E∪PA from
Deﬁnition 9, and ∼E∪PA ◦ ⊲univ ⊆ ⊲univ from Lemma 35.3, we obtain an
inﬁnite →PA E\S ∪
S →PA E\R ∪ ⊲univ sequence that, by part 1., contains
only terminating terms. But this contradicts the well-foundedness of   on
terminating terms. ⊓ ⊔
We will use the ﬁrst property freely in the following. We now show that I(t)
is well-deﬁned, i.e., I(t) is indeed a ﬁnite term whenever t is terminating.
Lemma 68. If t is terminating, then I(t) is a ﬁnite term.
Proof. We prove the claim by induction on  , which, by Lemma 67.2, is well-
founded on terminating terms.
If t ∈ V then I(t) = t and nothing needs to be shown. If t = f(t1,...,tn) with
f ∈   then I(t) = f(I(t1),...,I(tn)) and the inductive assumption implies that
I(ti) is a ﬁnite term for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. But then I(t) is clearly a ﬁnite term as
well. Finally, assume root(t)  ∈  . Then the sets RedS(t), RedR(t), and EqE(t)
are ﬁnite since ֒→PA E\S and
S
֒→PA E\R are ﬁnitely branching by Lemma 56 and
E is size preserving, which implies that the E-equivalence classes are ﬁnite. By
the inductive assumption, I(t′) is a ﬁnite term for any I(t′) ∈ RedS(t)∪RedR(t)
and I(ti) is a ﬁnite term for any g(I(t1),...,I(tn)) ∈ EqE(t) and all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
But then I(t) is a ﬁnite term as well. ⊓ ⊔
The following is a well-know simple property of RΠ.
Lemma 69. If t ∈ M then Comp(M) →
+
RΠ t.
Proof. For t1 <T ... <T tn and any 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have Comp({t1,...,tn}) =
Π(t1,...Π(ti,...Π(tn,⊥)...)...) →∗
RΠ Π(ti,...Π(tn,⊥)...) →RΠ ti. ⊓ ⊔
Proof of Lemma 61 Let s,t ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V) and let σ be a PA-based
substitution such that s, t, and σ are terminating.
1. We prove I(sσ) = sI(σ) by induction on s. If s ∈ V then this is immediate
by the deﬁnition of I(σ). Otherwise, s = f(s1,...,sn) with f ∈  . But then
I(sσ) = I(f(s1σ,...,snσ))
= f(I(s1σ),...,I(snσ))
= f(s1I(σ),...,snI(σ))
= sσ
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2. We prove I(s) ∼E( )∪PA I(t) by induction on ≫, which is well-founded
on {t | t is terminating} × N by Lemma 67.3. Here, the second component
contains the number of ⊢⊣E∪PA steps in s ∼E∪PA t.
If s ∈ T (FPA,V) then s ∼E∪PA t implies s ∼PA t and we get I(s) = s ∼PA
t = I(t) since FPA ⊆  .
If s = x for some variable x of sort univ, then t = x since E is size preserving
(and thus collapse-free). But then the claim is immediate.
If root(s)  ∈   then root(t)  ∈   as well by the deﬁnition of  . Since s ∼E∪PA
t, Lemma 56.1 implies that whenever s ֒→PA E\S s′, then t ֒→PA E\S t′ for
some t′ ∼E∪PA s′. By the inductive assumption we get I(s′) ∼E( )∪PA I(t′).
Thus, if I(s′) ∈ RedS(s), then RedS(t) contains some I(t′) ∼E( )∪PA I(s′).
Similarly, Lemma 56.2 implies that if I(s′) ∈ RedR(s), then I(t′) ∈ RedR(t)
for some I(t′) ∼E( )∪PA I(s′). Finally, if s ∼E g(s1,...,sn), then t ∼E∪PA
◦ ∼E g(s1,...,sn), which implies t ∼E ◦ ∼PA g(s1,...,sn) by Corollary 13.1.
Since g does not have resulting sort nat because root(s) does not have result-
ing sort nat by the deﬁnition of   we obtain t ∼E g(t1,...,tn) where si ∼PA
ti for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Again, the inductive assumption implies I(si) ∼E( )∪PA
I(ti) and thus g(I(s1),...,I(sn)) ∼E( )∪PA g(I(t1),...,I(tn)). Thus we
have shown that if g(I(s1),...,I(sn)) ∈ EqE(s), then g(I(t1),...,I(tn)) ∈
EqE(t) for some g(I(t1),...,I(tn)) ∼E( )∪PA g(I(s1),...,I(sn)).
Using these properties, we obtain that if u ∈ RedS(s) ∪ RedR(s) ∪ EqE(s),
then v ∈ RedS(t) ∪ RedR(t) ∪ EqE(t) for some v ∼E( )∪PA u. This implies
Rep(RedS(s)∪RedR(s)∪EqE(s)) ⊆ Rep(RedS(t)∪RedR(t)∪EqE(t)). Since
the same reasoning can be applied with s and t exchanged we get
Comp(Rep(RedS(s) ∪ RedR(s) ∪ EqE(s)))
= Comp(Rep(RedS(t) ∪ RedR(t) ∪ EqE(t)))
and thus I(s) ∼E( )∪PA I(t).
Otherwise, root(s) ∈  . If s = t then nothing needs to be shown. If s  = t then
s ⊢⊣E∪PA s′ ∼E∪PA t and the inductive hypothesis yields I(s′) ∼E( )∪PA
I(t). It thus suﬃces to show I(s) ∼E( )∪PA I(s′). For this, we perform an
induction on the position p used in the s ⊢⊣E∪PA s′ step. If p = ε, then
there exist an equation u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) in E ∪ PA and a substitution
σ such that s = uσ and s′ = vσ. By the deﬁnition of   we have u,v ∈
T ( ,V) and thus u ≈ v (or v ≈ u) is in E( ) ∪ PA. Using 1. we get
I(s) = I(uσ) = uI(σ) ⊢⊣E( )∪PA vI(σ) = I(vσ) = I(s′). If p  = ε then
s = f(s1,...,si,...,sn), s′ = f(s1,...,s′
i,...,sn), and si ⊢⊣E∪PA s′
i. By the
inductive assumption we have I(si) ∼E( )∪PA I(s′
i), which implies
I(s) = f(I(s1),...,I(si),...,I(sn))
∼E( )∪PA f(I(s1),...,I(s′
i),...,I(sn))
= I(s
′)
3. We prove I(sσ)  ∗
0 sI(σ) by induction on s. If s ∈ V then this is immediate
by the deﬁnition of I(σ). Otherwise, s = f(s1,...,sn). If f ∈   then I(sσ) =Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 43
f(I(s1σ),...,I(snσ))  ∗
0 f(s1I(σ),...,snI(σ)) = sI(σ) by the inductive
assumption. If f  ∈   then I(sσ) = Comp(Rep(RedS(sσ) ∪ RedR(sσ) ∪
EqE(sσ))). By the deﬁnition of EqE(sσ) we have f(I(s1σ),...,I(snσ)) ∈
EqE(sσ) and therefore I(sσ) →
+
RΠ ◦ ∼E( )∪PA f(I(s1σ),...,I(snσ))  ∗
0
f(s1I(σ),...,snI(σ)) by the deﬁnition of Rep, Lemma 69, and the inductive
assumption.
4. It suﬃces to show that s →PA E\S t implies I(s)  1 I(t) since the statement
then follows by induction on the number of →PA E\S steps in s →∗
PA E\S t.
Thus, let s →PA E\S t. We perform an induction on the position p where the
reduction takes places. If root(s)  ∈  , we ﬁrst note that s ֒→PA E\S t′ ∼PA t
for some t′ by Lemma 56.1. Thus, I(t′) ∈ RedS(s), which implies I(s) →
+
RΠ
◦ ∼E( )∪PA I(t′) by Lemma 69 and the deﬁnition of Rep. Using 2. we have
I(t′) ∼E( )∪PA I(t) and thus I(s)  1 I(t).
If root(s) ∈   we ﬁrst consider the case p = ε. Then, there exist a rule
l → rJCK ∈ S and a PA-based substitution σ such that s ∼E∪PA lσ →S
rσ = t and Cσ is PA-valid. Since root(s) ∈   the deﬁnition of   implies
that root(l) ∈  , l → rJCK ∈ S( ), and r ∈ T ( ,V). Using 1., 2., and
3. we get I(s) ∼E( )∪PA I(lσ)  ∗
0 lI(σ) →PA S( ) rI(σ) = I(rσ) = I(t)
since CI(σ) = Cσ is PA-valid, and thus I(s)  1 I(t). If root(s) ∈   and
p  = ε, then s = f(s1,...,si,...,sn) and t = f(s1,...,ti,...,sn), where
si →PA E\S ti. By the inductive hypothesis we get I(si)  1 I(ti) and thus
I(s) = f(I(s1),...,I(si),...,I(sn))  1 f(I(s1),...,I(ti),...,I(sn)) =
I(t).
5. It suﬃces to show that s
S →PA E\R t implies I(s)  2 I(t) since the statement
then follows by induction on the number of
S →PA E\R steps in s
S →PA E\R →∗ t.
Thus, let s
S →PA E\R t. We perform an induction on the position p where
the reduction takes places. If root(s)  ∈  , we ﬁrst note that s
S
֒→PA E\R
t′ ∼PA t for some t′ by Lemma 56.2. Thus, I(t′) ∈ RedR(s), which implies
I(s) →
+
RΠ ◦ ∼E( )∪PA I(t′) by Lemma 69 and the deﬁnition of Red. Using
2. we have I(t′) ∼E( )∪PA I(t) and thus I(s)  2 I(t).
If root(s) ∈   we ﬁrst consider the case p = ε. Then, there exist a rule l →
rJCK ∈ R and a PA-based substitution σ with s = f(s∗)→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA
lσ →R rσ = t and Cσ is PA-valid. Since root(l) = root(s) = f and f ∈  ,
the deﬁnition of   implies that l → rJCK ∈ R( ) and r ∈ T ( ,V). Using
1., 2., 3., and 4. we get I(s)  ∗
1 ◦ ∼E( )∪PA I(lσ)  ∗
0 lI(σ) →PA R( )
rI(σ) = I(rσ) = I(t) since CI(σ) = Cσ is PA-valid, and thus I(s)  2
I(t). If root(s) ∈   and p  = ε, then s = f(s1,...,si,...,sn) and t =
f(s1,...,ti,...,sn), where si
S →PA E\R ti. By the inductive hypothesis we
get I(si)  2 I(ti) and therefore I(s) = f(I(s1),...,I(si),...,I(sn))  2
f(I(s1),...,I(ti),...,I(sn)) = I(t).
6. Let sσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼E∪PA tσ. Using 2., 4., and 5. we then get
I(sσ)  ∗
2 ◦  ∗
1 ◦ ∼E( )∪PA I(tσ). Using 1. and 3. this yields sI(σ)  ∗
2
◦  ∗
1 ◦ ∼E( )∪PA ◦  ∗
0 tI(σ). ⊓ ⊔44 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Proof of Theorem 62 In the second case soundness is obvious. Otherwise,
we need to show that every inﬁnite minimal (P,R,S,E)-chains can only con-
tain ﬁnitely many dependency pairs from P′. This is done similarly to the
proof of Theorem 49. Thus, assume s1 → t1JC1K,s2 → t2JC2K,... is an inﬁnite
minimal (P,R,S,E)-chain with the PA-based substitution σ. This means that
tiσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA si+1σ and Ciσ is PA-valid for all i ≥ 1. We
have tiσ = f♯(ti,1σ,...,ti,nσ) and si+1σ = f♯(si+1,1σ,...,si+1,nσ) for some f♯,
where ti,jσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦→PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼E∪PA si+1,jσ for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Since ti,j ∈
T ( ,V) by the deﬁnition of  , Lemma 61.6 yields ti,jI(σ)  ∗
2 ◦  ∗
1 ◦ ∼E( )∪PA
◦  ∗
0 si+1,jI(σ) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Note that this implies ti,jI(σ) ∼PA si+1I(σ)
if j  ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) since σ (and thus I(σ)) is PA-based. We show that we get
tiI(σ)  ∗ si+1I(σ) for all i ≥ 1.
Let w,w′ ∈ T (F ∪FPA∪{Π},V). As in the proof of Theorem 49 we get that
w ∼E( )∪PA w′ implies w ∼∗ w′ and w →RΠ w′ implies w   w′. Thus, w  0 w′
implies w  ∗ w′. Since furthermore w →PA S( ) w′ implies w   w′ we obtain
that w  1 w′ implies w  ∗ w′. Using this and the fact that w →PA R( ) w′
implies w   w′ we ﬁnally also get that w  2 w′ implies w  ∗ w′.
Using this, ti,jI(σ)  ∗ si+1,jI(σ) if j ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) and and ti,jI(σ) ∼PA
si+1,jI(σ) if j  ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n. Now f♯-monotonicity at
position j for all j ∈ RedPos(f♯,P) and PA-compatibility of   imply tiI(σ)  ∗
si+1I(σ) for all i ≥ 1. Since siJCiK   tiJCiK for all si → tiJCiK ∈ P − P′
and siJCiK ≻ tiJCiK for all si → tiJCiK ∈ P′ we obtain siI(σ)   tiI(σ) or
siI(σ) ≻ tiI(σ) for all i ≥ 1 since CiI(σ) = Ciσ is PA-valid. Hence, the inﬁnite
minimal chain gives rise to
s1I(σ) ⊲⊳1 t1I(σ)  ∗ s2I(σ) ⊲⊳2 t2I(σ)  ∗ ...
where ⊲⊳i ∈ { ,≻}. If the above inﬁnite minimal chain contains inﬁnitely many
dependency pairs from P′, then ⊲⊳i = ≻ for inﬁnitely many i. In this case, the
compatibility of ≻ with   produces an inﬁnite ≻ chain, contradicting the well-
foundedness of ≻. Thus, only ﬁnitely many dependency pairs from P′ can occur
in the above inﬁnite minimal chain. ⊓ ⊔Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 45
B Conditional Normalized Equational Rewriting with
Constraints
In the companion paper [10] the rewrite relation
S →PA E\R from Deﬁnition 10 is
further generalized by allowing conditions in the constrained rewrite rules in R.
Deﬁnition 70 (Conditional Constrained Rewrite Rules). A conditional
constrained rewrite rule has the form
s1 →∗ t1,...,sn →∗ tn | l → rJCK
where
1. l,r ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V) such that root(l) ∈ F,
2. si,ti ∈ T (F ∪ FPA,V),
3. C is a PA-constraint,
4. V(r) ⊆ V(l) ∪
Sn
j=1 V(tj), and
5. V(si) ⊆ V(l) ∪
Si−1
j=1 V(tj) for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n.10
The diﬀerence between conditions and constraints in a rule is operational.
Conditions need to be evaluated by recursively rewriting them, while constraints
are checked using a decision procedure for PA-validity. This distinction will be
formalized in Deﬁnition 71. Conditional constrained equational systems (CCESs)
are the obvious generalization of CESs by allowing R to contain conditional
constrained rewrite rules. The relation
S →PA E\R is generalized by evaluating
the conditions before a term may be reduced.
Deﬁnition 71 (Conditional Rewrite Relation). Let (R,S,E) be a CCES.
Then
S →PA E\R is the least relation satisfying s
S →PA E\R t iﬀ there exist a
conditional constraint rewrite rule s1 →∗ t1,...,sn →∗ tn | l → rJCK in R, a
position p ∈ Pos(s), and a PA-based substitution σ such that
1. s|p →<ε
PA E\S
! → ◦ ∼<ε
E∪PA lσ,
2. Cσ is PA-valid,
3. siσ
S →PA E\R →∗ ◦ ∼E∪PA tiσ for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and
4. t = s[rσ]p.
The least relation satisfying these properties can be obtained by an inductive
construction, similar to how this is done for ordinary conditional rewriting [27].
As is well-known, termination (i.e., well-foundedness of the rewrite relation) is
not the only crucial property of conditional rewriting. In order to get a decidable
rewrite relation it additionally has to be ensured that evaluation of the conditions
does not loop. As argued in [24], the notion of operational termination is a
natural choice for this property since it better captures the behavior of actual
implementations of rewriting than other commonly used notions like eﬀective
10 Using the notation of [27], the last two conditions yield deterministic type 3 rules.46 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
termination [27]. We are not going to formally deﬁne operational termination
here. The reader is referred to [24,10] for details on this.
In order to show operational termination of a CCES (R,S,E), we transform it
into a CES (U(R),S,E) such that termination of (U(R),S,E) implies operational
termination of (R,S,E). The transformation generalizes the classical one for
ordinary conditional rewriting (see, e.g., [27, Deﬁnition 7.2.48]) to rewriting with
equations, normalization, and constraints.
Deﬁnition 72 (Transformation U). Let ρ : s1 →∗ t2,...,sn →∗ tn | l →
rJCK be a conditional constrained rewrite rule. Then U(ρ) is deﬁned by
if n = 0 then U(ρ) = { ρ }
if n > 0 then U(ρ) = { l → U
ρ
1(s1,x∗
1)JCK } ∪ (1)
{ U
ρ
i−1(ti−1,x∗
i−1) → U
ρ
i (si,x∗
i)JCK | 2 ≤ i ≤ n } ∪ (2)
{ Uρ
n(tn,x∗
n) → rJCK } (3)
Here, the U
ρ
i are fresh function symbols and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the expression x∗
i
denotes the sorted list of variables in the set V(l)∪V(t1)∪...∪V(ti−1) according
to some ﬁxed order on the set V of all variables. For a ﬁnite set R of conditional
constrained rewrite rules we let U(R) =
S
ρ∈R U(ρ).
A proof of the following theorem can be found in the companion paper [10].
Theorem 73. If (U(R),S,E) is terminating, then (R,S,E) is operationally ter-
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C Sorted lists
Sorted lists are modeled as shown in Figure 1. Some functions on sorted lists
can be speciﬁed as follows.
del(x,nil) → nil
del(x,cons(y,zs)) → cons(y,del(x,zs)) Jx > yK
del(x,cons(y,zs)) → del(x,zs) Jx ≃ yK
del(x,cons(y,zs)) → cons(y,zs) Jx < yK
mem(x,nil) → false
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx > yK
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → false Jx < yK
len(nil) → 0
len(cons(x,ys)) → len(ys) + 1
sublist(x,y,nil) → nil
sublist(x,y,cons(z,zs)) → nil Jz > yK
sublist(x,y,cons(z,zs)) → sublist(x,y,zs) Jx > zK
sublist(x,y,cons(z,zs)) → cons(z,sublist(x,y,zs) Jx ≤ z ∧ z ≤ yK
DP(R) contains six dependency pairs.
del
♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → del
♯(x,zs) Jx > yK (1)
del
♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → del
♯(x,zs) Jx ≃ yK (2)
mem♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → mem♯(x,zs) Jx > yK (3)
len
♯(cons(x,ys)) → len
♯(ys) (4)
sublist
♯(x,y,cons(z,zs)) → sublist
♯(x,y,zs)Jx > zK (5)
sublist
♯(x,y,cons(z,zs)) → sublist
♯(x,y,zs)Jx ≤ z ∧ z ≤ yK (6)
The estimated dependency graph contains four SCCs and the DP processor
of Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1),(2)},R,S,∅)
({(3)},R,S,∅)
({(4)},R,S,∅)
({(5),(6)},R,S,∅)
Using the simple projection π(del
♯) = π(mem♯) = 2, π(len
♯) = 1, and
π(sublist
♯) = 3, the DP processor of Theorem 41 transforms each of these DP
problems into the trivial DP problem (∅,R,S,∅).48 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
D Sets and Multisets 1
In these examples we model sets and multisets using ∅ and ins as in Figure 1.
D.1 Set Operations
del(x,∅) → ∅
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → zs Jx ≃ yK
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → ins(y,del(x,zs)) Jx  ≃ yK
mem(x,∅) → false
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
∅ ∪ zs → zs
mem(x,zs) →∗ true | ins(x,ys) ∪ zs → ys ∪ zs
mem(x,zs) →∗ false | ins(x,ys) ∪ zs → ins(x,ys ∪ zs)
∅ ∩ zs → ∅
mem(x,zs) →∗ true | ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → ins(x,ys ∩ zs)
mem(x,zs) →∗ false | ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → ys ∩ zs
∅ \ zs → ∅
mem(x,zs) →∗ true | ins(x,ys) \ zs → ys \ zs
mem(x,zs) →∗ false | ins(x,ys) \ zs → ins(x,ys \ zs)
|∅| → 0
|ins(x,ys)| → |ys| + 1
Note that the constraints make the deﬁnitions of del and mem straightfor-
ward. As a ﬁrst step, the conditions are eliminated following Deﬁnition 72, thus
obtaining U(R).
del(x,∅) → ∅
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → zs Jx ≃ yK
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → ins(y,del(x,zs)) Jx  ≃ yK
mem(x,∅) → false
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
∅ ∪ zs → zs
ins(x,ys) ∪ zs → U1(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U1(true,x,ys,zs) → ys ∪ zs
ins(x,ys) ∪ zs → U2(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U2(false,x,ys,zs) → ins(x,ys ∪ zs)
∅ ∩ zs → ∅
ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → U3(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U3(true,x,ys,zs) → ins(x,ys ∩ zs)
ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → U4(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
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∅ \ zs → ∅
ins(x,ys) \ zs → U5(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U5(true,x,ys,zs) → ys \ zs
ins(x,ys) \ zs → U6(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U6(false,x,ys,zs) → ins(x,ys \ zs)
|∅| → 0
|ins(x,ys)| → |ys| + 1
DP(U(R)) contains 18 dependency pairs.
del
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → del
♯(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK (1)
mem♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → mem♯(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK (2)
ins(x,ys) ∪♯ zs → U
♯
1(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (3)
ins(x,ys) ∪♯ zs → mem♯(x,zs) (4)
U
♯
1(true,x,ys,zs) → ys ∪♯ zs (5)
ins(x,ys) ∪
♯ zs → U
♯
2(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (6)
U
♯
2(false,x,ys,zs) → ys ∪♯ zs (7)
ins(x,ys) ∩♯ zs → U
♯
3(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (8)
ins(x,ys) ∩♯ zs → mem♯(x,zs) (9)
U
♯
3(true,x,ys,zs) → ys ∩♯ zs (10)
ins(x,ys) ∩
♯ zs → U
♯
4(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (11)
U
♯
4(false,x,ys,zs) → ys ∩♯ zs (12)
ins(x,ys) \♯ zs → U
♯
5(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (13)
ins(x,ys) \♯ zs → mem♯(x,zs) (14)
U
♯
5(true,x,ys,zs) → ys \
♯ zs (15)
ins(x,ys) \♯ zs → U
♯
6(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (16)
U
♯
6(false,x,ys,zs) → ys \♯ zs (17)
|ins(x,ys)|♯ → |ys|♯ (18)
The estimated dependency graph contains six SSCs and the DP processor of
Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1)},U(R),S,E) (19)
({(2)},U(R),S,E) (20)
({(3),(5),(6),(7)},U(R),S,E) (21)
({(8),(10),(11),(12)},U(R),S,E) (22)
({(13),(15),(16),(17)},U(R),S,E) (23)
({(18)},U(R),S,E) (24)50 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Using the simple projection π(del
♯) = π(mem♯) = 2, π(∪♯) = π(∩♯) = π(\♯) =
π(|   |♯) = 1, and π(U
♯
i) = 3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 6, the DP processor of Theorem 41
transforms the DP problems (19), (20), and (24) into the trivial DP problem
(∅,U(R),S,E), while the DP problems (21), (22), and (23) are transformed into
({(5),(7)},U(R),S,E), ({(10),(12)},U(R),S,E), and ({(15),(17)},U(R),S,E),
respectively. Since the estimated dependency graphs of these DP problems do
not contain any SCCs, they are handled by the DP processor of Theorem 29.
D.2 Multiset Operations
del(x,∅) → ∅
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → zs Jx ≃ yK
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → ins(y,del(x,zs)) Jx  ≃ yK
mem(x,∅) → false
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
∅ ∪ zs → zs
ins(x,ys) ∪ zs → ins(x,ys ∪ zs)
∅ ∩ zs → ∅
mem(x,zs) →∗ true | ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → ins(x,ys ∩ del(x,zs))
mem(x,zs) →∗ false | ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → ys ∩ zs
∅ \ zs → ∅
mem(x,zs) →∗ true | ins(x,ys) \ zs → ys \ del(x,zs)
mem(x,zs) →∗ false | ins(x,ys) \ zs → ins(x,ys \ zs)
#(x,∅) → 0
#(x,ins(y,zs)) → #(x,zs) + 1 Jx ≃ yK
#(x,ins(y,zs)) → #(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
As a ﬁrst step, the conditions are eliminated following Deﬁnition 72, thus
obtaining U(R).
del(x,∅) → ∅
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → zs Jx ≃ yK
del(x,ins(y,zs)) → ins(y,del(x,zs)) Jx  ≃ yK
mem(x,∅) → false
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,ins(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
∅ ∪ zs → zs
ins(x,ys) ∪ zs → ins(x,ys ∪ zs)
∅ ∩ zs → ∅
ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → U1(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U1(true,x,ys,zs) → ins(x,ys ∩ del(x,zs))
ins(x,ys) ∩ zs → U2(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
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∅ \ zs → ∅
ins(x,ys) \ zs → U3(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U3(true,x,ys,zs) → ys \ del(x,zs)
ins(x,ys) \ zs → U4(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs)
U4(false,x,ys,zs) → ins(x,ys \ zs)
#(x,∅) → 0
#(x,ins(y,zs)) → #(x,zs) + 1 Jx ≃ yK
#(x,ins(y,zs)) → #(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
DP(U(R)) contains 17 dependency pairs.
del
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → del
♯(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK (1)
mem♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → mem♯(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK (2)
ins(x,ys) ∪♯ zs → ys ∪♯ zs (3)
ins(x,ys) ∩♯ zs → U
♯
1(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (4)
ins(x,ys) ∩♯ zs → mem♯(x,zs) (5)
U
♯
1(true,x,ys,zs) → ys ∩♯ del(x,zs) (6)
U
♯
1(true,x,ys,zs) → del
♯(x,zs) (7)
ins(x,ys) ∩♯ zs → U
♯
2(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (8)
U
♯
2(false,x,ys,zs) → ys ∩♯ zs (9)
ins(x,ys) \♯ zs → U
♯
3(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (10)
ins(x,ys) \
♯ zs → mem
♯(x,zs) (11)
U
♯
3(true,x,ys,zs) → ys \♯ del(x,zs) (12)
U
♯
3(true,x,ys,zs) → del
♯(x,zs) (13)
ins(x,ys) \
♯ zs → U
♯
4(mem(x,zs),x,ys,zs) (14)
U
♯
4(false,x,ys,zs) → ys \♯ zs (15)
#
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → #
♯(x,zs) Jx ≃ yK (16)
#♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → #♯(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK (17)
The estimated dependency graph contains six SSCs and the DP processor of
Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1)},U(R),S,E) (18)
({(2)},U(R),S,E) (19)
({(3)},U(R),S,E) (20)
({(4),(6),(8),(9)},U(R),S,E) (21)
({(10),(12),(14),(15)},U(R),S,E) (22)
({(16),(17)},U(R),S,E) (23)52 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Using the simple projection π(del
♯) = π(mem♯) = π(#♯) = 2, π(∪♯) =
π(∩♯) = π(\♯) = 1, and π(U
♯
i) = 3 for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, the DP processor of The-
orem 41 transforms the DP problems (18), (19), (20), and (23) into the trivial
DP problem (∅,U(R),S,E), while DP problems (21) and (22) are transformed
into ({(6),(9)},U(R),S,E) and ({(12),(15)},U(R),S,E), respectively. The esti-
mated dependency graphs of these DP problems do not contain any SCCs and
they are thus handled by the DP processor of Theorem 29.
D.3 Quicksort
This example applies to both sets and multisets.
app(nil,zs) → zs
app(cons(x,ys),zs) → cons(x,app(ys,zs))
split(x,∅) →  ∅,∅ 
split(x,zs) →∗  zl,zh  | split(x,ins(y,zs)) →  ins(y,zl),zh  Jx > yK
split(x,zs) →∗  zl,zh  | split(x,ins(y,zs)) →  zl,ins(y,zh)  Jx  > yK
qsort(∅) → nil
split(x,ys) →∗  yl,yh  | qsort(ins(x,ys)) → app(qsort(yl),cons(x,qsort(yh)))
As a ﬁrst step, the conditions are eliminated following Deﬁnition 72, thus
obtaining U(R).
app(nil,zs) → zs
app(cons(x,ys),zs) → cons(x,app(ys,zs))
split(x,∅) →  ∅,∅ 
split(x,ins(y,zs)) → U1(split(x,zs),x,y,zs) Jx > yK
U1( zl,zh ,x,y,zs) →  ins(y,zl),zh  Jx > yK
split(x,ins(y,zs)) → U2(split(x,zs),x,y,zs) Jx  > yK
U2( zl,zh ,x,y,zs) →  zl,ins(y,zh)  Jx  > yK
qsort(∅) → nil
qsort(ins(x,ys)) → U3(split(x,ys),x,ys)
U3( yl,yh ,x,ys) → app(qsort(yl),cons(x,qsort(yh)))
There are ten dependency pairs.
app♯(cons(x,ys),zs) → app♯(ys,zs) (1)
split
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → U
♯
1(split(x,zs),x,y,zs) Jx > yK (2)
split
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → split
♯(x,zs) Jx > yK (3)
split
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → U
♯
2(split(x,zs),x,y,zs) Jx  > yK (4)
split
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → split
♯(x,zs) Jx  > yK (5)
qsort♯(ins(x,ys)) → U
♯
3(split(x,ys),x,ys) (6)
qsort♯(ins(x,ys)) → split
♯(x,ys) (7)
U
♯
3( yl,yh ,x,ys) → app♯(qsort(yl),cons(x,qsort(yh))) (8)Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 53
U
♯
3( yl,yh ,x,ys) → qsort♯(yl) (9)
U
♯
3( yl,yh ,x,ys) → qsort
♯(yh) (10)
The estimated dependency graph contains three SSCs and the DP processor
of Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1)},U(R),S,E) (11)
({(3),(5)},U(R),S,E) (12)
({(6),(9),(10)},U(R),S,E) (13)
The DP problems (11) and (12) can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 by using the simple projection π(app♯) = 1 and π(split
♯) = 2.
Using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(qsort♯) = x1
Pol(U
♯
3) = x1
Pol(split) = x1 + x2
Pol(Ui) = x1 + x3 + 1 for i = 1,2
Pol(ins) = x1 + x2 + 1
Pol(  ,  ) = x1 + x2
Pol(Π) = x1 + x2
and Pol(f) = 0 for all other function symbols f, the DP processor of Theorem 62
transforms the DP problem (13) into the DP problem ({(9),(10)},U(R),S,E)
since   = {split,ins,∅,  ,  ,U1,U2}∪FPA and all of U(R)( ), S( ), E( ) and
RΠ are oriented. The DP problem ({(9),(10)},U(R),S,E) can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 29 since its estimated dependency graph does not
contain any SCCs.
D.4 Minimum Sort
This example applies to both sets and multisets.
min(x,∅) →  x,∅ 
min(y,zs) →∗  m,zh  | min(x,ins(y,zs)) →  x,ins(m,zh)  Jm > xK
min(y,zs) →∗  m,zh  | min(x,ins(y,zs)) →  m,ins(x,zh)  Jm  > xK
msort(∅) → nil
min(x,ys) →∗  m,zs  | msort(ins(x,ys)) → cons(m,msort(zs))
As a ﬁrst step, the conditions are eliminated following Deﬁnition 72, thus
obtaining U(R).54 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
min(x,∅) →  x,∅ 
min(x,ins(y,zs)) → U1(min(y,zs),x,y,zs) Jm > xK
U1( m,zh ,x,y,zs) →  x,ins(m,zh)  Jm > xK
min(x,ins(y,zs)) → U2(min(y,zs),x,y,zs) Jm  > xK
U2( m,zh ,x,y,zs) →  m,ins(x,zh)  Jm  > xK
msort(∅) → nil
msort(ins(x,ys)) → U3(min(x,ys),x,ys)
U3( m,zs ,x,ys) → cons(m,msort(zs))
There are seven dependency pairs.
min
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → U
♯
1(min(y,zs),x,y,zs)Jm > xK (1)
min
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → min
♯(y,zs) Jm > xK (2)
min
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → U
♯
2(min(y,zs),x,y,zs)Jm  > xK (3)
min
♯(x,ins(y,zs)) → min
♯(y,zs) Jm  > xK (4)
msort♯(ins(x,ys)) → U
♯
3(min(x,ys),x,ys) (5)
msort♯(ins(x,ys)) → min
♯(x,ys) (6)
U
♯
3( m,zs ,x,ys) → msort♯(zs) (7)
The estimated dependency graph contains two SSCs and the DP processor
of Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(2),(4)},U(R),S,E) (8)
({(5),(7)},U(R),S,E) (9)
The DP problem (8) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 by
using the simple projection π(min
♯) = 2.
Using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(msort♯) = x1
Pol(U
♯
3) = x1
Pol(min) = x1 + x2 + 1
Pol(Ui) = x1 + x2 + 1 for i = 1,2
Pol(ins) = x1 + x2 + 1
Pol(  ,  ) = x1 + x2 + 1
Pol(Π) = x1 + x2
and Pol(f) = 0 for all other function symbols f, the DP processor of Theorem
62 transforms the DP problem (9) into the DP problem ({(5)},U(R),S,E) since
  = {min,ins,∅,  ,  ,U1,U2} ∪ FPA and all of U(R)( ), S( ), E( ) and RΠ
are oriented. The DP problem ({(5)},U(R),S,E) can be handled by the DP
processor of Theorem 29 since its estimated dependency graph does not contain
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E Sets and Multisets 2
Here, sets and multisets are speciﬁed using ∅,   , and ∪ as in Figure 1. Both
examples in this section apply to sets and multisets.
E.1 Quicksort
app(nil,zs) → zs
app(cons(x,ys),zs) → cons(x,app(ys,zs))
low(x,∅) → ∅
low(x, y ) →  y  Jx > yK
low(x, y ) → ∅ Jx  > yK
low(x,y ∪ z) → low(x,y) ∪ low(x,z)
high(x,∅) → ∅
high(x, y ) →  y  Jx  > yK
high(x, y ) → ∅ Jx > yK
high(x,y ∪ z) → high(x,y) ∪ high(x,z)
qsort(∅) → nil
qsort( x ) → cons(x,nil)
qsort( x  ∪ y) → app(qsort(low(x,y)),cons(x,qsort(high(x,y))))
There are ten dependency pairs.
app♯(cons(x,ys),zs) → app♯(ys,zs) (1)
low
♯(x,y ∪ z) → low
♯(x,y) (2)
low
♯(x,y ∪ z) → low
♯(x,z) (3)
high
♯(x,y ∪ z) → high
♯(x,y) (4)
high
♯(x,y ∪ z) → high
♯(x,z) (5)
qsort♯( x  ∪ y) → app♯(qsort(low(x,y)),cons(x,qsort(high(x,y)))) (6)
qsort♯( x  ∪ y) → qsort♯(low(x,y)) (7)
qsort♯( x  ∪ y) → low
♯(x,y) (8)
qsort♯( x  ∪ y) → qsort♯(high(x,y)) (9)
qsort
♯( x  ∪ y) → high
♯(x,y) (10)
The estimated dependency graph contains four SCCs and the DP processor
of Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1)},R,S,E) (11)
({(2),(3)},R,S,E) (12)
({(4),(5)},R,S,E) (13)
({(7),(9)},R,S,E) (14)
The DP problems (11), (12), and (13) can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 with the simple projection π(app♯) = 1 and π(low
♯) = π(high
♯) = 2.56 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
Using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(qsort
♯) = x1
Pol(∪) = x1 + x2 + 1
Pol(low) = x2
Pol(high) = x2
Pol(Π) = x1 + x2
and Pol(f) = 0 for all other function symbols f, the DP processor of Theorem
62 transforms the DP problem (14) into the trivial DP problem (∅,R,S,E)
since   = {low,high,∪,∅,   } ∪ FPA and all of R( ), S( ), E( ), and RΠ are
oriented.
E.2 Mergesort
merge(nil,y) → y
merge(x,nil) → x
merge(cons(x,xs),cons(y,ys)) → cons(y,merge(cons(x,xs),ys)) Jx > yK
merge(cons(x,xs),cons(y,ys)) → cons(x,merge(xs,cons(y,ys))) Jx  > yK
msort(∅) → nil
msort( x ) → cons(x,nil)
msort(x ∪ y) → merge(msort(x),msort(y))
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
merge♯(cons(x,xs),cons(y,ys)) → merge♯(cons(x,xs),ys) Jx > yK (1)
merge♯(cons(x,xs),cons(y,ys)) → merge♯(xs,cons(y,ys)) Jx  > yK (2)
msort♯(x ∪ y) → merge♯(msort(x),msort(y)) (3)
msort
♯(x ∪ y) → msort
♯(x) (4)
msort♯(x ∪ y) → msort♯(y) (5)
The estimated dependency graph contains two SCCs and the DP processor
of Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1),(2)},R,S,E) (6)
({(4),(5)},R,S,E) (7)
The DP problem (7) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41
using the simple projection π(merge♯) = 1.
Using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(merge♯) = x1 + x2
Pol(cons) = x2 + 1
Pol(Π) = x1 + x2
and Pol(f) = 0 for all other function symbols f, the DP processor of Theorem
62 transforms the DP problem (7) into the trivial DP problem (∅,R,S,E) since
  = {cons} ∪ FPA and thus R( ) = S( ) = E( ) = ∅.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 57
F Algorithms on Natural Numbers
These examples only use built-in natural numbers and lists. Consequently, E =
S = ∅ and the DP problem (P,R,∅,∅) will be abbreviated by (P,R). The
examples are inspired by examples from [2].
F.1 Horner’s Scheme
A univariate polynomial a0x0 +a1x1 +...+anxn ∈ N[x] will be represented by
the list cons(a0,cons(a1,...cons(an,nil)...)). We now deﬁne a function horner
that uses Horner’s scheme to evaluate a polynomial for a given b ∈ N.
x ∗ 0 → 0
x ∗ (y + 1) → (x ∗ y) + x
horner(nil,b) → 0
horner(cons(x,ys),b) → (horner(ys,b) ∗ b) + x
There are three dependency pairs.
x ∗♯ (y + 1) → x ∗♯ y (1)
horner
♯(cons(x,ys),b) → horner(ys,b) ∗
♯ b (2)
horner
♯(cons(x,ys),b) → horner
♯(ys,b) (3)
The estimated dependency graph contains two SCCs and the DP processor
of Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
({(1)},R)
({(3)},R)
Both DP problems can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 by
using the simple projection π(∗♯) = 2 and π(horner
♯) = 1.
F.2 Sieve of Eratosthenes
isprime(x) → mem(x,primes(x))
mem(x,nil) → false
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
primes(x) → sieve(nats(2,x))
nats(x,y) → nil Jx > yK
nats(x,y) → cons(x,nats(x + 1,y)) Jx  > yK
sieve(nil) → nil
sieve(cons(x,ys)) → cons(x,sieve(ﬁlter(x,ys)))
ﬁlter(x,nil) → nil
isdiv(x,y) →∗ true | ﬁlter(x,cons(y,zs)) → ﬁlter(x,zs)
isdiv(x,y) →∗ false | ﬁlter(x,cons(y,zs)) → cons(y,ﬁlter(x,zs))
isdiv(x,0) → true Jx > 0K
isdiv(x,y) → false Jx > y ∧ y > 0K
isdiv(x,x + y) → isdiv(x,y) Jx > 0K58 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
As a ﬁrst step, the conditions are eliminated following Deﬁnition 72, thus
obtaining U(R).
isprime(x) → mem(x,primes(x))
mem(x,nil) → false
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → true Jx ≃ yK
mem(x,cons(y,zs)) → mem(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK
primes(x) → sieve(nats(2,x))
nats(x,y) → nil Jx > yK
nats(x,y) → cons(x,nats(x + 1,y)) Jx  > yK
sieve(nil) → nil
sieve(cons(x,ys)) → cons(x,sieve(ﬁlter(x,ys)))
ﬁlter(x,nil) → nil
ﬁlter(x,cons(y,zs)) → U1(isdiv(x,y),x,y,zs)
U1(true,x,y,zs) → ﬁlter(x,zs)
ﬁlter(x,cons(y,zs)) → U2(isdiv(x,y),x,y,zs)
U2(false,x,y,zs) → cons(y,ﬁlter(x,zs))
isdiv(x,0) → true Jx > 0K
isdiv(x,y) → false Jx > y ∧ y > 0K
isdiv(x,x + y) → isdiv(x,y) Jx > 0K
DP(U(R)) contains 14 dependency pairs.
isprime
♯(x) → mem♯(x,primes(x)) (1)
isprime
♯(x) → primes
♯(x)) (2)
mem♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → mem♯(x,zs) Jx  ≃ yK (3)
primes
♯(x) → sieve
♯(nats(2,x)) (4)
primes
♯(x) → nats♯(2,x)) (5)
nats♯(x,y) → nats♯(x + 1,y) Jx  > yK (6)
sieve
♯(cons(x,ys)) → sieve
♯(ﬁlter(x,ys)) (7)
sieve
♯(cons(x,ys)) → ﬁlter
♯(x,ys) (8)
ﬁlter
♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → U
♯
1(isdiv(x,y),x,y,zs) (9)
ﬁlter
♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → isdiv
♯(x,y) (10)
U
♯
1(false,x,y,zs) → ﬁlter
♯(x,zs) (11)
ﬁlter
♯(x,cons(y,zs)) → U
♯
2(isdiv(x,y),x,y,zs) (12)
U
♯
2(true,x,y,zs) → ﬁlter
♯(x,zs) (13)
isdiv
♯(x,x + y) → isdiv
♯(x,y) Jx > 0K (14)
The estimated dependency graph contains six SSCs and the DP processor of
Theorem 29 returns the following DP problems.
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({(6)},U(R)) (16)
({(7)},U(R)) (17)
({(9),(11),(12),(13)},U(R)) (18)
({(14)},U(R)) (19)
The DP problem (15) is transformed into the trivial DP problem (∅,U(R))
by the DP processor of Theorem 41 using the simple projection π(mem♯) = 2.
The DP problem (16) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62
using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(nats♯) = x2 − x1 and
Pol(f) = 0 for all other function symbols f because nats♯(x,y)Jx  > yK ≻Pol
nats♯(x+1,y)Jx  > yK since x  > y ⇒ y −x ≥ 0 and x  > y ⇒ y −x > y −(x+1)
are (Z,N)-valid.
Using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and
Pol(sieve
♯) = x1
Pol(cons) = x2 + 1
Pol(ﬁlter) = x2
Pol(Ui) = x4 + 1 for i = 1,2
Pol(Π) = x1 + x2
and Pol(f) = 0 for all other function symbols f, the DP processor of Theo-
rem 62 transform the DP problem (17) into the trivial DP problem (∅,U(R))
since  ({(7)},U(R)) = {ﬁlter,nil,U1,U2,cons,isdiv,true,false} ∪ FPA and thus
the only rules that need to be oriented are the rules for {ﬁlter,U1,U2,isdiv} and
the rules from RΠ.
Using the simple projection π(ﬁlter
♯) = 1 and π(U
♯
1) = π(U
♯
2) = 4, the DP
processor of Theorem 41 transforms the DP problem (18) into the DP problem
({(11),(13)},U(R)), which can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 29
since its estimated dependency graph does not contain any SCCs.
The DP problem (19) is handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 with
the simple projection π(isdiv
♯) = 2 since x + yJx > 0K ⊲nat yJx > 0K because
x > 0 ⇒ x + y > y is PA-valid.60 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
G Imperative Programs
Having built-in natural numbers is also helpful for showing termination of imper-
ative programs that are translated into rewrite rules. The Termination Problem
Data Base 4.0 [35] contains several examples in the directory TRS/Beerendonk.
Since current termination tools do not support built-in natural numbers, they
need to be encoded using a Peano representation. Therefore, the relations ≃,
>, and k |   need to be modelled using rewrite rules as well. A main drawback
of this method is that semantic information is lost, while termination often de-
pends on this information. The termination proofs thus become very complex
since a specialized and complicated method [16] is needed to regain some of this
semantic information.
Here, we take the imperative programs from the directory TRS/Beerendonkin
the Termination Problem Data Base 4.0 [35] and translate them into constrained
rewrite rules. The ﬁle i.trs in that directory gives rise to our Example i below.
In all examples E = S = ∅. Furthermore, the DP problems are of a shape where
none of the DP processors we use needs to consider R. To simplify presentation
we thus identify a DP problem (P,R,∅,∅) with P.
The translation from imperative programs into constrained rewrite rules is
done as follows. Every while-statement in the program is assigned a function
symbol evali : nat×...×nat → univ. The program execution between (nested)
while-statements is simulated symbolically, where the conditions of while- and
if-statements produce constraints on the rules. In order to model the cut-oﬀ
semantics of subtraction on natural numbers we perform a case analysis on x if
the program contains a statement like x--. We then consider the cases x = 0
(where x-- produces 0) and x > 0 (in which case x = x′ +1 for some x′ and x--
produces x′). Statements of the form x = y - k for some natural number k are
handled similarly. A statement of the form x = y/k for some natural number k
is handled as follows. We know that x can be written in the form x = k   x′ +y′
for some x′,y′ such that y′ < k. Using the round-oﬀ semantics of division then
gives x/k = x′. Thus, the rewrite rules has k   x′ + y′ on its left side and x′ on
its right side, while y′ < k is added to the constraint of the rule.
G.1 Example 1
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
x--
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + 1 > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) J0 > yK
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + 1 > yK (1)Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 61
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)J0 > yK (2)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1)} since the constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable.
This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 by using
the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1.
G.2 Example 2
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
x--;
y++
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y + 1) Jx + 1 > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y + 1) J0 > yK
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y + 1)Jx + 1 > yK (1)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y + 1)J0 > yK (2)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1)} since the constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable.
This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 by using
the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1.
G.3 Example 3
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
y := x + y
}
can be translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(x,x + y) Jx > yK
There is one dependency pair.
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(x,x + y)Jx > yK (1)
The DP problem {(1)} can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 −x2
since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x − y > −y are (Z,N)-valid.62 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
G.4 Example 4
The imperative program fragment
while (x > y) {
(x, y) := (y, x)
}
can be translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(y,x) Jx > yK
There is one dependency pair.
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(y,x)Jx > yK (1)
The DP problem {(1)} can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 −x2
since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x − y > y − x are (Z,N)-valid.
G.5 Example 5
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && even(x)) {
x--
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1) → eval(x) Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ 2 | x + 1K
eval(0) → eval(0) J0 > 0 ∧ 2 | 0K
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1) → eval
♯(x)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ 2 | x + 1K (1)
eval
♯(0) → eval
♯(0)J0 > 0 ∧ 2 | 0K (2)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1)} since the constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable.
This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 by using
the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1.
G.6 Example 6
The imperative program fragment
while (odd(x)) {
x--
}
can be translated intoBuilt-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 63
eval(x + 1) → eval(x) J2  | x + 1K
eval(0) → eval(0) J2  | 0K
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1) → eval
♯(x)J2  | x + 1K (1)
eval
♯(0) → eval
♯(0)J2  | 0K (2)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1)} since the constraint of (2) is PA-unsatisﬁable.
This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 41 by using
the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1.
G.7 Example 7
The imperative program fragment
while (odd(x)) {
x := x - 3
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 3) → eval(x) J2  | x + 3K
eval(x) → eval(0) Jx < 3 ∧ 2  | xK
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 3) → eval
♯(x)J2  | x + 3K (1)
eval
♯(x) → eval
♯(0)Jx < 3 ∧ 2  | xK (2)
Using the estimated dependency graph
(1) (2)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 transforms the DP problem {(1),(2)} into the
DP problem {(1)}. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 by using the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1.
G.8 Example 8
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
x--;
y--
}
can be translated into64 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
eval(x + 1,y + 1) → eval(x,y) Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K
eval(0,y + 1) → eval(0,y) J0 > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K
eval(x + 1,0) → eval(x,0) Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(0,0) → eval(0,0) J0 > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y + 1) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (1)
eval
♯(0,y + 1) → eval
♯(0,y)J0 > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (2)
eval
♯(x + 1,0) → eval
♯(x,0)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (3)
eval
♯(0,0) → eval
♯(0,0)J0 > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (4)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(4)} is
transformed into the DP problem {(1)} since the constraints of (2), (3), and (4)
are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 by using the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1.
G.9 Example 9
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z && y > z) {
x--;
y--
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1,y + 1,z) → eval(x,y,z) Jx + 1 > z ∧ y + 1 > zK
eval(0,y + 1,z) → eval(0,y,z) J0 > z ∧ y + 1 > zK
eval(x + 1,0,z) → eval(x,0,z) Jx + 1 > z ∧ 0 > zK
eval(0,0,z) → eval(0,0,z) J0 > z ∧ 0 > zK
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y + 1,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)Jx + 1 > z ∧ y + 1 > zK (1)
eval
♯(0,y + 1,z) → eval
♯(0,y,z)J0 > z ∧ y + 1 > zK (2)
eval
♯(x + 1,0,z) → eval
♯(x,0,z)Jx + 1 > z ∧ 0 > zK (3)
eval
♯(0,0,z) → eval
♯(0,0,z)J0 > z ∧ 0 > zK (4)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(4)} is
transformed into the DP problem {(1)} since the constraints of (2), (3), and (4)
are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 by using the simple projection π(eval
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G.10 Example 10
The imperative program fragment
while (x <> 0) {
if (even(x)) {
x := x / 2
} else {
x--
}
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1) → eval(x) Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | x + 1K
eval(0) → eval(0) J0  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | 0K
eval(2x + y) → eval(x) Jy < 2 ∧ 2x + y  ≃ 0 ∧ 2 | 2x + yK
There are three dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1) → eval
♯(x)Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | x + 1K (1)
eval
♯(0) → eval
♯(0)J0  ≃ 0 ∧ 2  | 0K (2)
eval
♯(2x + y) → eval
♯(x)Jy < 2 ∧ 2x + y  ≃ 0 ∧ 2 | 2x + yK (3)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2),(3)} is
transformed into the DP problem {(1),(3)} since the constraint of (2) is PA-
unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
41 by using the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1 since x+1 > x and 2x+y  ≃ 0 ⇒
2x + y > x are PA-valid.
G.11 Example 11
The imperative program fragment
while (x <> 0) {
if (x > y) {
x := y
} else {
x--
}
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ x + 1  > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) J0  ≃ 0 ∧ 0  > yK
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(y,y) Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(y,y) J0  ≃ 0 ∧ 0 > yK66 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ x + 1  > yK (1)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)J0  ≃ 0 ∧ 0  > yK (2)
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(y,y)Jx + 1  ≃ 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK (3)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(y,y)J0  ≃ 0 ∧ 0 > yK (4)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(4)} is
transformed into the DP problem {(1),(3)} since the constraints of (2) and (4)
are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 by using the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1 since x + 1 > x and
x + 1 > y ⇒ x + 1 > y are PA-valid.
G.12 Example 12
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x := y
} else {
x--
}
}
can be translated into
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1  > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) J0 > 0 ∧ 0  > yK
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(y,y) Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(y,y) J0 > 0 ∧ 0 > yK
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1  > yK (1)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)J0 > 0 ∧ 0  > yK (2)
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(y,y)Jx + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK (3)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(y,y)J0 > 0 ∧ 0 > yK (4)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(4)} is
transformed into the DP problem {(1),(3)} since the constraints of (2) and (4)
are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 41 by using the simple projection π(eval
♯) = 1 since x + 1 > x and
x + 1 > y ⇒ x + 1 > y are PA-valid.
G.13 Example 13
Example 13 is identical to Example 12 using our translation.Built-in Numbers and Semantic Data Structures 67
G.14 Example 14
Example 14 is identical to Example 11 using our translation.
G.15 Example 15
The imperative program fragment
while (x + y > 0) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
continue
}
}
can be translated into
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) Jy > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > 0K
eval(x,0) → eval(x,0) Jx > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x,y) Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)Jy > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (1)
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval
♯(x,0) → eval
♯(x,0)Jx > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (3)
eval
♯(x,y + 1) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(5)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(2),(4)} since the constraints of the remaining
dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 + x2.
G.16 Example 16
The imperative program fragment68 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
while (x + y > z) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
continue
}
}
can be translated into
eval(0,y,z) → eval(0,y,z) Jy > z ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x + 1,y,z) → eval(x,y,z) Jx + y + 1 > z ∧ x + 1 > 0K
eval(x,0,z) → eval(x,0,z) Jx > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x,y + 1,z) → eval(x,y,z) Jx + y + 1 > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z) Jx + y > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
eval
♯(0,y,z) → eval
♯(0,y,z)Jy > z ∧ 0 > 0K (1)
eval
♯(x + 1,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)Jx + y + 1 > z ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval
♯(x,0,z) → eval
♯(x,0,z)Jx > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (3)
eval
♯(x,y + 1,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)Jx + y + 1 > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval
♯(x,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)Jx + y > z ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(5)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(2),(4)} since the constraints of the remaining
dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 + x2.
G.17 Example 17
The imperative program fragment
while (x + y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x--
} else if (x = y) {
x--
} else {
y--
}
}
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eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) Jy > 0 ∧ 0 > yK
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) Jy > 0 ∧ 0  > y ∧ 0 ≃ yK
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1  > y ∧ x + 1 ≃ yK
eval(x,0) → eval(x,0) Jx > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ x  ≃ 0K
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x,y) Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x  > y + 1 ∧ x  ≃ y + 1K
There are six dependency pairs.
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)Jy > 0 ∧ 0 > yK (1)
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1 > yK (2)
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)Jy > 0 ∧ 0  > y ∧ 0 ≃ yK (3)
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x + 1  > y ∧ x + 1 ≃ yK (4)
eval
♯(x,0) → eval
♯(x,0)Jx > 0 ∧ x  > 0 ∧ x  ≃ 0K (5)
eval
♯(x,y + 1) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y + 1 > 0 ∧ x  > y + 1 ∧ x  ≃ y + 1K (6)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(6)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(2),(4),(6)} since the constraints of the remaining
dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 + x2.
G.18 Example 18
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 || y > 0) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
continue
}
}
can be translated into
eval(0,y) → eval(0,y) J(0 > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x + 1,y) → eval(x,y) J(x + 1 > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x + 1 > 0K
eval(x,0) → eval(x,0) J(x > 0 ∨ 0 > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x,y + 1) → eval(x,y) J(x > 0 ∨ y + 1 > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y) J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
eval
♯(0,y) → eval
♯(0,y)J(0 > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ 0 > 0K (1)70 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
eval
♯(x + 1,y) → eval
♯(x,y)J(x + 1 > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval
♯(x,0) → eval
♯(x,0)J(x > 0 ∨ 0 > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (3)
eval
♯(x,y + 1) → eval
♯(x,y)J(x > 0 ∨ y + 1 > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(x,y)J(x > 0 ∨ y > 0) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(5)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(2),(4)} since the constraints of the remaining
dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 + x2.
G.19 Example 19
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z || y > z) {
if (x > 0) {
x--
} else if (y > 0) {
y--
} else {
continue
}
}
can be translated into
eval(0,y,z) → eval(0,y,z) J(0 > z ∨ y > z) ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x + 1,y,z) → eval(x,y,z) J(x + 1 > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x + 1 > 0K
eval(x,0,z) → eval(x,0,z) J(x > z ∨ 0 > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K
eval(x,y + 1,z) → eval(x,y,z) J(x > z ∨ y + 1 > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z) J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
eval
♯(0,y,z) → eval
♯(0,y,z)J(0 > z ∨ y > z) ∧ 0 > 0K (1)
eval
♯(x + 1,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)J(x + 1 > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x + 1 > 0K (2)
eval
♯(x,0,z) → eval
♯(x,0,z)J(x > z ∨ 0 > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ 0 > 0K (3)
eval
♯(x,y + 1,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y + 1 > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y + 1 > 0K (4)
eval
♯(x,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z)J(x > z ∨ y > z) ∧ x  > 0 ∧ y  > 0K (5)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(5)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(2),(4)} since the constraints of the remaining
dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
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G.20 Example 20
The imperative program fragment
while (x = y && x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
x--;
y--
}
}
can be translated into
eval0(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx ≃ y ∧ x > 0K
eval1(x + 1,y + 1) → eval1(x,y) Jy + 1 > 0K
eval1(0,y + 1) → eval1(0,y) Jy + 1 > 0K
eval1(x + 1,0) → eval1(x,0) J0 > 0K
eval1(0,0) → eval1(0,0) J0 > 0K
eval1(x,y) → eval0(x,y) Jy  > 0K
There are six dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y) → eval
♯
1(x,y)Jx ≃ y ∧ x > 0K (1)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,y + 1) → eval
♯
1(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (2)
eval
♯
1(0,y + 1) → eval
♯
1(0,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,0) → eval
♯
1(x,0)J0 > 0K (4)
eval
♯
1(0,0) → eval
♯
1(0,0)J0 > 0K (5)
eval
♯
1(x,y) → eval
♯
0(x,y)Jy  > 0K (6)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(6)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(6)} since the constraints of the re-
maining dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the estimated dependency
graph
(1) (2) (3) (6)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the two DP problems {(2)} and {(3)}).
Both of these DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯
1) = x1+x2.
G.21 Example 21
The imperative program fragment72 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
while (x = y && x > z) {
while (y > z) {
x--;
y--
}
}
can be translated into
eval0(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jx ≃ y ∧ x > zK
eval1(x + 1,y + 1,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jy + 1 > zK
eval1(0,y + 1,z) → eval1(0,y,z) Jy + 1 > zK
eval1(x + 1,0,z) → eval1(x,0,z) J0 > zK
eval1(0,0,z) → eval1(0,0,z) J0 > zK
eval1(x,y,z) → eval0(x,y,z) Jy  > zK
There are six dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y,z) → eval
♯
1(x,y,z)Jx ≃ y ∧ x > zK (1)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,y + 1,z) → eval
♯
1(x,y,z)Jy + 1 > zK (2)
eval
♯
1(0,y + 1,z) → eval
♯
1(0,y,z)Jy + 1 > zK (3)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,0,z) → eval
♯
1(x,0,z)J0 > zK (4)
eval
♯
1(0,0,z) → eval
♯
1(0,0,z)J0 > zK (5)
eval
♯
1(x,y,z) → eval
♯
0(x,y,z)Jy  > zK (6)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(6)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(6)} since the constraints of the re-
maining dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the estimated dependency
graph
(1) (2) (3) (6)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the two DP problems {(2)} and {(3)}).
Both of these DP problem can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯
1) = x1+x2.
G.22 Example 22
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0) {
while (y > 0) {
y--
}
x--
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can be translated into
eval0(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx > 0K
eval1(x,0) → eval1(x,0) J0 > 0K
eval1(x,y + 1) → eval1(x,y) Jy + 1 > 0K
eval1(0,y) → eval0(0,y) Jy  > 0K
eval1(x + 1,y) → eval0(x,y) Jy  > 0K
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y) → eval
♯
1(x,y)Jx > 0K (1)
eval
♯
1(x,0) → eval
♯
1(x,0)J0 > 0K (2)
eval
♯
1(x,y + 1) → eval
♯
1(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (3)
eval
♯
1(0,y) → eval
♯
0(0,y)Jy  > 0K (4)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,y) → eval
♯
0(x,y)Jy  > 0K (5)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(5)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1),(3),(4),(5)} since the constraints of the re-
maining dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the estimated dependency
graph
(1) (3) (5) (4)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the DP problem {(1),(3),(5)}). By us-
ing a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯
0) = Pol(eval
♯
1) =
x1+x2 this DP problem is transformed into the DP problem {(1)} using the DP
processor of Theorem 62. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor
of Theorem 29 since its estimated dependency graph does not contain any SCCs.
G.23 Example 23
The imperative program fragment
while (x > z) {
while (y > z) {
y--
}
x--
}
can be translated into
eval0(x,y,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jx > zK
eval1(x,0,z) → eval1(x,0,z) J0 > zK
eval1(x,y + 1,z) → eval1(x,y,z) Jy + 1 > zK
eval1(0,y,z) → eval0(0,y,z) Jy  > zK
eval1(x + 1,y,z) → eval0(x,y,z) Jy  > zK74 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
There are ﬁve dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y,z) → eval
♯
1(x,y,z)Jx > zK (1)
eval
♯
1(x,0,z) → eval
♯
1(x,0,z)J0 > zK (2)
eval
♯
1(x,y + 1,z) → eval
♯
1(x,y,z)Jy + 1 > zK (3)
eval
♯
1(0,y,z) → eval
♯
0(0,y,z)Jy  > zK (4)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,y,z) → eval
♯
0(x,y,z)Jy  > zK (5)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(5)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1),(3),(4),(5)} since the constraints of the re-
maining dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the estimated dependency
graph
(1) (3) (5) (4)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the DP problem {(1),(3),(5)}). By us-
ing a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯
0) = Pol(eval
♯
1) =
x1+x2 this DP problem is transformed into the DP problem {(1)} using the DP
processor of Theorem 62. This DP problem can be handled by the DP processor
of Theorem 29 since its estimated dependency graph does not contain any SCCs.
G.24 Example 24
The imperative program fragment
while (x > 0 && y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
while (x > 0) {
x--
}
} else {
while (y > 0) {
y--
}
}
}
can be translated into
eval0(x,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK
eval0(x,y) → eval2(x,y) Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK
eval1(x + 1,y) → eval1(x,y) Jx + 1 > 0K
eval1(0,y) → eval1(0,y) J0 > 0K
eval1(x,y) → eval0(x,y) Jx  > 0K
eval2(x,y + 1) → eval2(x,y) Jy + 1 > 0K
eval2(x,0) → eval2(x,0) J0 > 0K
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There are eight dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y) → eval
♯
1(x,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > yK (1)
eval
♯
0(x,y) → eval
♯
2(x,y)Jx > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > yK (2)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,y) → eval
♯
1(x,y)Jx + 1 > 0K (3)
eval
♯
1(0,y) → eval
♯
1(0,y)J0 > 0K (4)
eval
♯
1(x,y) → eval
♯
0(x,y)Jx  > 0K (5)
eval
♯
2(x,y + 1) → eval
♯
2(x,y)Jy + 1 > 0K (6)
eval
♯
2(x,0) → eval
♯
2(x,0)J0 > 0K (7)
eval
♯
2(x,y) → eval
♯
0(x,y)Jy  > 0K (8)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1)−(8)} is trans-
formed into the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(5),(6),(8)} since the constraints of
the remaining dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. Using the estimated de-
pendency graph
(1) (3) (5) (2) (6) (8)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the DP problems {(3)} and {(7)}.
Using the simple projection π(eval
♯
1) = 1 and π(eval
♯
2) = 2, both DP problems
are transformed into the trivial DP problem ∅ by the DP processor of Theorem
41.
G.25 Example of Podelski and Rybalchenko
This example is a minor variation of the running example from [30]. The imper-
ative program fragment
while (x > 0) {
y := 1;
while (y > 0 && x > y) {
y := 2 * y
}
x--
}
can be translated into
eval0(x,y) → eval1(x,1) Jx > 0K
eval1(x,y) → eval1(x,2y) Jy > 0 ∧ x > yK
eval1(x + 1,y) → eval0(x,y) J¬(y > 0 ∧ x + 1 > y)K
eval1(0,y) → eval0(0,y) J¬(y > 0 ∧ 0 > y)K76 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y) → eval
♯
1(x,1) Jx > 0K (1)
eval
♯
1(x,y) → eval
♯
1(x,2y)Jy > 0 ∧ x > yK (2)
eval
♯
1(x + 1,y) → eval
♯
0(x,y) J¬(y > 0 ∧ x + 1 > y)K (3)
eval
♯
1(0,y) → eval
♯
0(0,y) J¬(y > 0 ∧ 0 > y)K (4)
Using the estimated dependency graph
(1) (2) (4) (3)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the DP problem {(1),(2),(3)}). Using
the simple projection π(eval
♯
0) = π(eval
♯
1) = 1 this DP problem is transformed
into the DP problem {(1),(2)} by the DP processor of Theorem 41. The DP
processor of Theorem 29 transforms this DP problem into {(2)} since (1) is
not in any SCC of its estimated dependency graph. Using a PA-polynomial
interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯
1) = x1 − x2 the DP processor of
Theorem 62 transforms it into the trivial DP problem ∅ since eval
♯
1(x,y)Jy >
0 ∧ x > yK ≻Pol eval
♯
1(x,2y)Jy > 0 ∧ x > yK because y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0
and y > 0 ∧ x > y ⇒ x − y > x − 2y are (Z,N)-valid.
G.26 Example of Cook et al.
This example is a minor variation of the (only) example from [7]. The imperative
program fragment
while (x > 0) {
x++;
y := 1;
while (x > y) {
y++
}
x := x - 2
}
can be translated into
eval0(x,y) → eval1(x + 1,1) Jx > 0K
eval1(x,y) → eval1(x,y + 1) Jx > yK
eval1(x + 2,y) → eval0(x,y) Jx + 2  > yK
eval1(x,y) → eval0(0,y) Jx < 2 ∧ x  > yK
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯
0(x,y) → eval
♯
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eval
♯
1(x,y) → eval
♯
1(x,y + 1)Jx > yK (2)
eval
♯
1(x + 2,y) → eval
♯
0(x,y) Jx + 2  > yK (3)
eval
♯
1(x,y) → eval
♯
0(0,y) Jx < 2 ∧ x  > yK (4)
Using the estimated dependency graph
(1) (2) (3) (4)
the DP processor of Theorem 29 produces the DP problem {(1),(2),(3)}). Us-
ing a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(eval
♯
0) = x1 + 1, and
Pol(eval
♯
1) = x1, this DP problem is transformed into the DP problem {(1),(2)}
by the DP processor of Theorem 62. This DP problem, in turn, is transformed
into the DP problem {(2)} by the DP processor of Theorem 29. The DP prob-
lem {(2)} can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a
PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯
1) = x1 − x2 since
eval
♯
1(x,y)Jx > yK ≻Pol eval
♯
1(x,y + 1)Jx > yK because x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and
x > y ⇒ x − y > x − (y + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
G.27 Example of Col´ on and Sipma
This example is a minor variation of the (only) example from [6]. The imperative
program fragment
while (x <= 100 && y <= 77) {
(x, y) := (y, x + 1)
}
can be translated into
eval(x,y) → eval(y,x + 1) Jx ≤ 100 ∧ y ≤ 77K
There is one dependency pair.
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(y,x + 1)Jx ≤ 100 ∧ y ≤ 77K (1)
The DP problem {(1)} can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem 62
by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = −177 and Pol(eval
♯) =
−x1 − x2 since x ≤ 100 ∧ y ≤ 77 ⇒ −x − y ≥ −177 and x ≤ 100 ∧ y ≤ 77 ⇒
−x − y > −y − (x + 1) are (Z,N)-valid.
G.28 Example of Bradley et al.
This example is a minor variation of the main example from [4]. The program
computes the greatest common divisor of two positive natural numbers. The
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while (x <> y && x > 0 && y > 0) {
if (x > y) {
x := x - y
} else {
y := y - x
}
}
can be translated into
eval(x + y,y) → eval(x,y) Jx + y  ≃ y ∧ x + y > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x + y > yK
eval(x,y) → eval(0,y) Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ∧ x < yK
eval(x,y + x) → eval(x,y) Jx  ≃ y + x ∧ x > 0 ∧ y + x > 0 ∧ x  > y + xK
eval(x,y) → eval(x,0) Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ y < xK
There are four dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x + y,y) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx + y  ≃ y ∧ x + y > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x + y > yK (1)
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(0,y)Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x > y ∧ x < yK (2)
eval
♯(x,y + x) → eval
♯(x,y)Jx  ≃ y + x ∧ x > 0 ∧ y + x > 0 ∧ x  > y + xK (3)
eval
♯(x,y) → eval(x,0) Jx  ≃ y ∧ x > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x  > y ∧ y < xK (4)
Using the DP processor of Theorem 21, the DP problem {(1),(2),(3),(4)} is
transformed into the DP problem {(1),(3)} since the constraints of the remaining
dependency pairs are PA-unsatisﬁable. This DP problem can be handled by
the DP processor of Theorem 62 by using a PA-polynomial interpretation with
cPol = 0 and Pol(eval
♯) = x1 + x2 since
x + y  ≃ y ∧ x + y > 0 ∧ y > 0 ∧ x + y > y ⇒ x + 2y > x + y
x  ≃ y + x ∧ x > 0 ∧ y + x > 0 ∧ x  > y + x ⇒ 2x + y > x + y
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H Bounded Increase
The examples in this section are adapted from [16, Expanded Version]. Termina-
tion of these examples is due to a bounded increase of arguments, and typically
a PA-polynomial interpretation with negative coeﬃcients is needed for a suc-
cessful termination proof. The names of the examples stem from [16, Expanded
Version] and do not necessarily ﬁt our adaptations. In all examples, E = S = ∅
and the DP problem (P,R,∅,∅) will be abbreviated by (P,R).
H.1 Simple Increasing Example with Bounds
x − y → 0 Jx  > yK
x − y → (x − (y + 1)) + 1 Jx > yK
There is one dependency pair.
x −♯ y → x −♯ (y + 1)Jx > yK (1)
The DP problem ({(1)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
62 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(−♯) = x1 − x2
since x > y ⇒ x − y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x − y > x − (y + 1) are (Z,N)-valid and
R( ({(1)},R)) = ∅.
H.2 Challenge from the Termination Competition
eval(x,y) → eval(x,y + 1) Jx > yK
There is one dependency pair.
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(x,y + 1)Jx > yK (1)
The DP problem ({(1)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
49 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(eval
♯) = x1 − x2,
and Pol(eval) = 0 since x > y ⇒ x−y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x−y > x−(y +1) are
(Z,N)-valid.
H.3 Bound which is a Constructor Term
x − y → 0 Jy + 1 > xK
x − y → (x − (y + 1)) + 1 Jy + 1  > xK
There is one dependency pair.
x −♯ y → x −♯ (y + 1)Jy + 1  > xK (1)
The DP problem ({(1)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
62 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(−♯) = x1 − x2
since y+1  > x ⇒ x−y ≥ 0 and y+1  > y ⇒ x−y > x−(y+1) are (Z,N)-valid
and R( ({(1)},R)) = ∅.80 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
H.4 Bound with Nested Deﬁned Symbols
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y + 1,z) Jx > y + zK
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z + 1) Jx > y + zK
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y + 1,z)Jx > y + zK (1)
eval
♯(x,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z + 1)Jx > y + zK (2)
The DP problem ({(1),(2)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 49 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(eval
♯) =
x1 − x2 − x3, and Pol(eval) = 0 since
x > y + z ⇒ x − y − z ≥ 0
x > y + z ⇒ x − y − z > x − (y + 1) − z
x > y + z ⇒ x − y − z > x − y − (z + 1)
are (Z,N)-valid.
H.5 Boolean Combination in Conditions
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y + 1,z) Jx > y ∧ x > zK
eval(x,y,z) → eval(x,y,z + 1) Jx > y ∧ x > zK
There are two dependency pairs.
eval
♯(x,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y + 1,z)Jx > y ∧ x > zK (1)
eval
♯(x,y,z) → eval
♯(x,y,z + 1)Jx > y ∧ x > zK (2)
The DP problem ({(1),(2)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of
Theorem 49 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(eval
♯) =
2x1 − x2 − x3, and Pol(eval) = 0 since
x > y ∧ x > z ⇒ 2x − y − z ≥ 0
x > y ∧ x > z ⇒ 2x − y − z > 2x − (y + 1) − z
x > y ∧ x > z ⇒ 2x − y − z > 2x − y − (z + 1)
are (Z,N)-valid.
H.6 Increase in all Arguments
eval(x,y) → eval(x + 1,y + 2) Jx > yK
There is one dependency pair.
eval
♯(x,y) → eval
♯(x + 1,y + 2)Jx > yK (1)
The DP problem ({(1)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
49 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0, Pol(eval
♯) = x1 − x2,
and Pol(eval) = 0 since x > y ⇒ x−y ≥ 0 and x > y ⇒ x−y > (x+1)−(y+2)
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H.7 Increase by Addition
div(x,y + 1) → divaux(x,y + 1,0)
divaux(x,y + 1,z) → 0 Jz > xK
divaux(x,y + 1,z) → divaux(x,y + 1,z + y + 1) + 1 Jz  > xK
There are two dependency pairs.
div
♯(x,y + 1) → div
♯
aux(x,y + 1,0) (1)
div
♯
aux(x,y + 1,z) → div
♯
aux(x,y + 1,z + y + 1)Jz  > xK (2)
Using the estimated dependency graph, the DP problem ({(1),(2)},R) is
transformed into the DP problem ({(2)},R) by the DP processor of Theorem
29. The DP problem ({(2)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of Theorem
62 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(div
♯
aux) = x1−x3
since z  > x ⇒ x − z ≥ 0 and z  > x ⇒ x − z > x − (z + y + 1) are (Z,N)-valid
and R( ({(2)},R)) = ∅.
H.8 Increase in Diﬀerent Arguments
diﬀ(x,y) → 0 Jx ≃ yK
diﬀ(x,y) → diﬀ(x,y + 1) + 1 Jx > yK
diﬀ(x,y) → diﬀ(x + 1,y) + 1 Jy > xK
There are two dependency pairs.
diﬀ
♯(x,y) → diﬀ
♯(x,y + 1)Jx > yK (1)
diﬀ
♯(x,y) → diﬀ
♯(x + 1,y)Jy > xK (2)
The DP problem ({(1),(2)},R) can be handled by the DP processor of The-
orem 62 using a PA-polynomial interpretation with cPol = 0 and Pol(diﬀ
♯) =
(x1 − x2)2 since
x > y ⇒ (x − y)2 ≥ 0
x > y ⇒ (x − y)
2 > (x − (y + 1))
2
y > x ⇒ (x − y)2 ≥ 0
y > x ⇒ (x − y)2 > ((x + 1) − y)2
are (Z,N)-valid and R( ({(1),(2)},R)) = ∅.82 Stephan Falke and Deepak Kapur
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